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EDITOBTAI. COMMENT

The People's Victory in [hile
The eloction of Dr. Salvador Allende to the presidency of Chile is

an event of momentous irrportance. Thomas ]. Spinner, Jr., writing in
The Progressir:a (Novernber 1970) oorrectly describes it as "a break-
through of historic magnitude for progressive forces throughout the
world."

This was no ordinary electoral victory, no mere victory of a Socialist
over other candid"ates. Rather, in the words of the Basic Program of
the six-party coalition which backed Allende, it rep,resents a "transfer
of power from the old ruling grouPs to the workers, to th9 Peasantry,
ard to the progrq,sive sections of the nr,iddle class of the city and,

country." (1A Basic Program of People's lrnity," Political Affoi,rs,May
and July 1970.)

A Peopl.ds Gorsernment

It is, as Gus HalI puts it, "a nerv revolutionary experience." (DaiW
World, Magazine, October 11, 1970.) For the ffrst time &e democratic,
anti-imperialist and anti-oligarchist will of the people-has found ex-

pression in a victory at the polls. The uniqueness o{ thls victory lies

in tt 
" 

fact that it brings to power a united f'ront of the Chilean people

for the liberation of their country from the domination of U.S. imper-
ialisrn and its domestic sulryrorters, and lays the foundations for the
advance ,to socialism.

President Allende has spoken of the creation of a 'repubtric of the
working class." And he has, for the first time in the history of Chile
broughi members of the working class into the Cabinet. Three Com-

muniits, members of the CPC Central Committeg were appointed to
the Ministries of Finance, Public Works and Labor-key posts for the
determination of eoonomic policy. All three are former industrial
,workers. In addition, the Minister of ,Ilousing a Socialist, is a former
nitrate Worker. These aotions already indicate the character and direc-

tion of the new Popular Government,
Sorne seek to miriimize the signiffcance of the viotory on th9 glounds

that Allende received only 86.8 per cent of the vote and defeated the

Right-wing National Party candidate ]orge Alessan&i by-only a nar-

roi -*glo. But this is unfounded. Many wgrking PeoPq expressed'

their opp,osition to the Right by voting for the Christian Dem,ocratic

candidaL Radomiro Tomic, *hor" pladorrn contained a number of

t
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the refo,rms advocated :by the Popular Unity coatti,on, and who re-
ceived 27.8 per cent of the vote. A further indication of support is the
decision of ,the Christian Dernocratic Party to back the eleotion of
Allende as against Allesandri in the National Congress, guaranteeing
his conffrmation by a large majority in both houses. It is safe to con-
clude, therefore, that the great majority of the people support a policy
of strengthening political and economic independence and of basic
social reforms. It is not the Popular Unity forces but the Right wing
that represents a minority.

Nor is the Popular Unity merely a formal coalition of political par-
tbs. It is an entity with a program and an organized mass base of its
own. Its Basic Program, issued in December L969, calls for the attain-
ment of People's Power. Toward this end it calls for the forrnation of
Committees of People's Unity which "will not only be electoral bod-
ies" but will also be inte4>reters of and ffghters for the imrnediate
demands of the masses" and will "prepare themselves to exercise
Peoplds Power" through a Popular Government.

Within the past year some 14,000local oommittees of this type have
been established. These were a powerful foree in the election cam-
paign and are today a solid base of corytact between the Pqrular C,ov-
ernrnent and the Chilean masses.

Moreover, the Popular Unity is not a narrow closed oorporation of
the Left. Other parties and groups are invitod to ioin the coalition,
and there are responses to this invitation. Thus, since the elections ,the

Young Church Movement, a progressive federation of priests, rnonks,
nuns and laymen, voted to join. They stated that they d.id so in the
spirit of the Second Vatican Council, in order to work to "realize the
kingdom of God on this earth and not by waiting for the next."

Po,pular Unity is therefore a mass, united front movement of the
Chilean people, live and growing, and with roots sunk deep among
the masses. Such is the base of the new government.

To End. Imperiolist Exploitati,on

The immediate task of the Popular Government is to end the ruin-
ous exploitation of the country by foreign monopoly capital, in the
ffrst place the U.S. monopolies, which have waxed fat on the misery
and hunger of the Chilean people.

U.S. capital has close to a billion dollars invesbed in Chile. More
than half of it is in copper mining, chiefy by Kennecot and Ana-
conda. Other big investors include International Telephone and Tele-
graph, General Motors and Ford. The huge proffts extracted by these
corporations are all taken out of the country. In 1969 the amount re-
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moved oame to $480 million or $1.S milli,on a day-a sum equal to the
daily wage of one rnillion Chilean workers. As the copper miners put
i! 'They take the copper and leave us the holes."

But this is only part of the robbery. Huge sums are exhacted
through U.S. technological dominance, compelling Chilean buyers to
pay top monopoly prices for rnachinery, licenses and patents, as well
as tlrough,loans at usurious rates of interest and with the oostly pro.
viso that the money be s1rcnt in the United States and the goods
shipped in U.S. vessels. Through such means U.S. corporations, which
have invested some $714 billion in Latin Arnerica since 1952, have
taken out no less than $16 billion, much of it from Chile.

Chile mns a chronic trade deftcit with the United States. In 1969,
for example, Chflean exports to the United. States totaled about $200
rnillion while imports came to $312 million. As a result there has ac-
curnulated a growing burden of indebtedness to the United States.
During the sixties, Chile has received more than $1.8 billion in U.S.
Ioans and grants (all of it, of course, with strings attae"hed)-a sum
greater than that received by any other Latin American country ex-
cept Brazil. The huge ffnancial drain on the country and the moun-
tainous burden of government deb( have led to massive chronic in-
flation, with prices rising at a rate of some 80 per cent a year.

This immense robbery takes place at the expense of the Chilean
people, among whom poverty, h,unger and chronic unemployrnent are
rampant. While a large part of the county s productive facilities lie
idle, more than half of all Chilean families do not receive enough in-
come to maintain even a bare level of subsistence. Half a million
families lack homes and another half million live in hovels which are
wretched beyond description. In Gran Santiago, nearly 22 per cent of
the,labor force was jobless as of August 1970, and this is typical.

Especially for the masses of peasants in the countryside are living
conditions intolerable. Not only do the big landowners, in collusion
with the foreign rnonopolies, systematically rob them; in addition,
Chilean agriculture under their conbol does not produce enough to
feed the population and food must be imported at high prices.

It is to this wholesale plundering of the country that the Popular
Governemnt is now addressing itself. President Allende has announced
that "the peoplds government is planning, ffrst of all, to nationalize
the biggest monopolies: speciffcally, the corporations producing ni-
trates, copper and coal." A start in this direction has already been
made by the Frei government, which took over 51 per cent of the hold-
ings of the U.S. cqpper companies. Now they will be completely
nationalized.

1l

ti
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Plans call also for nationalization of the banls and insurance corn'

panies, of large domestic monopolies, of electrical energy production,
Lansport, oif oo**n nications 

-and other key enterprise-s. But much

will remain in private hands or will be developed as mixed_enterprises.

In addition, extensive agrarian neforrns are planned, such as exPro-

priation of large landowners 1nd the_organization of cooperative farm-
'tng. 

Steps 
"tJb"it 

g initiated to end ioflation, to raise wages and to

provide jobs for all.^ In keeping with these astions, political and economic ties with the

socialist io"la are to be strengthened. Dipl,omatic relations are being

established with Cuba, the Gerrnan Democratic Repub1ic, the Korean

Democratic People's Republic, the Democratic Republic of vietram
and the PeopldJ Republic of China. And ties with the Soviet Union

wilt be greatly broadened.

The TLweat of Cu.nter-Reoolatbn

The forces of reaction in Chile vrill, of couirse, make every effort

to topple the new government. But he gravest source of danger lies

here li the United Etater. Needless to say, the victory of the Popular

Unity forces is a severe blow to the U.S. monopolists, a_nd needless to

r"y, 
-thty 

will do all in their power to reverse it. Indeed, they are

already d""ply embroilod in counter-revolutionary intrigues'

To be ,*i,'th"i, path is not'an easy one. The fact that the people's

victory was won through the channels of bourgeois-democratic insti-

'tutions puts the preteniions of the imperialists as upholders of dem-

ocracy and freed,om severely to the test. Mo,reover, there is some fear

of taking any wert action which rnight pn9"i_[ot1!u-more imrned:iato

and moi dristic inroads on the holdingJof the U.S. monopolists by

the Allende government. Along with this there is lPnareq1, some hope

in monopoliit circles that thli goverrunent_can be_yet diver'ted from

its preseirt @urse' Hence the offiad attitude is pTrblicly described as

onJof 'watchful waiting." And hence the State Departnent's decision

to send a high-ranking official, Charles A. Meyer, Assistant Secretary

for Inter-Anierican A-frairs, to the Allende inaugural'
But no one should be deceived by these actions. Behind the scenes

the effor,ts to void the people's mandate go on full blast and are being

stepped up. There haie Leen a number of tenorist bombings. The

assla.isination of General Ren6 Schneider by Right-wing terrorists in
tho hope of provoking a eoup, is a shocking _denaonstration 

of the

IengthJ to wfrich 
"ua"itioo 

is pepared to g9: In addition, Fresident

AIInde reports, two atteniptJ on his own life were uncovered. One

of these irdescribod m sprne detail in the Communist ParS' new$-
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paper El Siglo (Septernber 28, 1970).
fn these rterrorist plots the hand of the CIA is much in evidence.

El Siglo reports that one Joseph Vasile, an employee of the U.S. Agen-
cy for International Development (AID) in Santiago, had been found
to be associated with certain Right-wing terorist groulls masquerad-
ing in an ultra-Left disguise. These groups, of which Vasile is de-
scribed as the "brain," were engaged in plotting various aots of assault
hnd sabotage, including the atternpts on Allende's life. These things
were reported also in other newspapers. Other reports noted Vasile's
relations with a police organ, the Cuerpo de Carabineros d,e Chile,
Following these and other fisclosures in the Chilean p,ress, the U.S.
Ernbassy came rather irr"ptly to Vasile's defemse, stating: "Mr. Joseph
Vasile has been in Chile since September of 1964 as an official of the
Economic Mission of the United States (AID) in the capacity of an
electronics engineer, assisting the Cuerpo de Ca.rabinoros de Chil,e
with the technical aspects of a program of improving its system of
telecomrnunication." This exposes rnore than it explains.

Arrother ernployee of AID, El Sigl"o reports (October 1-4, 1970), is
I(arl Maler, formerly a U.S. diplornatic representative in Saigon who
took a leading part in organizing the coup that brought Ky to power.
The paper asks the obvious question: how does this qualify him for
employrnent in an economic agency?

We.cite these cases simply as illustrations of what is undoubtedly
pervasive irwolvement o,f the CIA. It may be oxpected that there will
be further ClA-inspired machinations to behead the movement by
killirrg ofi its leaders. And undoubtedly effor,ts will be made to use the
Right-wing military dictatorship in Argentina, with its long cornmon
border with Chile, to provoke border incidents as an excuse for armed
intervention.

Atternpts are already being made to lay a foundation for direct U.S.
intervention. On Septernber 16, according to an editorial in the NBtp
Republic (November 7, 1970), a high Administration official gave a
'background briefing" to reporters accompanying President Nixon on
a trip to Chicago. He expressed disrnay that a'Comrnunist''had been
elected against the will of two-thirds of the voters, and stated his
conviction that Allende's election would mean the end of free elec*.

tiocrs in Chile. In addition, the magazine reports, ",the White House
. . . put forward a new Latin-styled domino theory, according to
which Peru, Bolivia and Argentina . . . might be the next three coun-
tries to fall."

The capitalist press is also laboring to lay a base for intervention.
Tho Nsw York Ttmss (September q 1970) editorially bewails the
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Popular Unity victory as "a heavy blow at liberal democracy." A later
editorial (September 9, 1970) asserB that aPart frorn a negative vote

of the National Congress, 'the only other meaas for blochng Dr.
Allende would be a takeover by the Chilean armed f,orces." It is ac-

ftnowledged that "th,is remedy might be \Morse than the illness." But
the clear implication is that it may nevertheless be necessary. More
reaently (Oaober %), LWO) the Timas exPresses a more optimistic
view, based on the hope that the support of the Christian Democrats
will serve to dilute the Popular Unity program. It states that "there
are grounds for hope that democracy ean survive in Chile, deqpite its
sharp turn to the Left." But, one is impelled to asl what if things- do
no,t go to the liking or the Nlatr: York Times and the U.S. r'uling class

generally? Then, of course, drastic measuros will be necessary.- The attack has been unleashed also on the econonric front. Follow-
ing the elections the U.S. Expor -Impo'rt Bank at once put Chile in
iti"worst risk" category. This means ,that U.S. exporters to Chile must

pay higher premiums,for insurance against loss, thus raising the_prices

of U.S. imports in that country. At the same time, within Chile new
investrnents were halted, building proiects canceled and bank accounts

transferred out of the country. A near-panic developed, incited by
domestic reaction with the participation and encouragement of U.S.

imperialism. For the present the panic has abated as it has beoomo

evident that the fears underlytng it were unwarranted. But is is cer'
tain that efiorts at econornic sabotage will continue and will be inten-
siffed as the Popular Unity program is increasingly put into effect.

The Character of the Struggle

The unprecedented elestoral victory of the Chilean people is a
product of th" new historical opoch-that epoc\ in which 'th9 bal-
ance of sbength between the ascendent forces of socialism and anti-

oolonialist reiolution and the declining forces of capitalism and colo-

nialism has shifted irrevocably in favor of the former." (Neut Program

of the Com,munist Porly U.S.A., New Outlook Publishers, New Yorlg

IUZO, p. 26.) [t is this new balance of world forge_s and the Seady
sharpened contradictions within the capitalist *oll that give rise to
,"rtiy increased possibilities of achieving a peacefgl path t_o socialism

by way of .an anfi-monopoly and anti-imperialist alliance of the work-

ing class and other sections of the people. The statement of the Mos-

coi meeting of Communist and Workers Farties in June 1969 describes

this path olsruggle in the following words:

In the course of the and-monopolist and anti-imperialist united

action, favorable conditions are created for uniting all democratic
trends- into_ 1 po_litical alliance capable of decisively limiting the
role played by the monopolies in^the economies od the countries
concerned,_of putting an end to the power of big capital and of
bringi_ng about_such radical political and economic-changes as
would ensure the most favorable conditions for continuing the
struggle for socialism. The main force in &is democratic qll-lance
is the working class. These objectives can be achieved, above all,
by diverse forms of powerful mass action by the working class and
the broadest sectio,ns oJ the population. While makingluse of all
the possibilities of parliamenfary activity, Communists- emphasize
that the mass movement of the working class and all workiis Deo-
ple is. the decisive facto,r in the struggl'e for democracy and Ioi,ia-
isrn, (Strengthen Anti.Irnpefialist Solidaritg, New Outiook publish-
ers, New York, 19@, p. 28.)

_ Ttis irs precisely the character of the struggle which is unfolding in
Chile. It fully bears out the correctness of the analysis made by the
world Communist movement.

In ffghting for this line the Communist Party of Chile has had to
aontend with the forces of petty-bourgeois radicalisrn and'L€ft- ad-
venfurism, sueh as those organized in the Movement of the Revolu-
tionary l,eft (MIR). These elements call for "revolutionaqy''tactics-
for guerilla warfare as the only revolutionary path, for rejeotion of
the working class as a revol,utionary force, for opposition to all con-

$pt9 of united front for the 'making" of revolution by a dedicated
handful regardless of objective reality.

Moreover, they see the revolutionary process in Latin America ontry
as socialist, and deny the existence of an anti-imperialist stage (a mis-
oonception ruiduly peddled by the MomhlE,Reoieu both in the United
States and in Latin America). Today they press for'tadicalization' of
the struggle, for recHessly moving at once to the establishment of
socialism. In this they have supporters in the New Left in this countryr;
for the Gtnrdian, for example, the chief question is whether the Pop-
ular Unity will morze to he ,Left fast enough or whether the oconser-

vatism" of the Communist Party will restrain it.
But the victory of the Popular Unity forces was grcssible only be.

cause they ffrorly repudiated all such 'Leff' adventurisrn, because
they rooted their movement in the masses and especially arnong the
ind,ushrial workers, because they fought to build the broadest united
front of workers, peasants and middle-class groupings. And because
they did so, they were not only able to win a victory at the polls but
are in a very strong position to defend that victory and to make fur-
ther advances.
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It is clear that the electoral victory is o,nly the initial step and that
big battles lie ahead. It is by no mearx certain that the course of pe,ace-

'fuf struggle can successfully be maintained. The peoplet victory may

yet hav6-to be defended uath arms. Some will argue that-this- would
only prove that the tactics were wrong, that armed revolt should have

beentrganized at the start. But this is wrong. AsGus Hall points out,
"Armed-struggle would now have the sulryort of_the Chilean masses

in support o[ the electoral victory. Armed struggle *it]o. t the mass

*or"ioleot would fail. . . . An armed struggle wthout having moved

the masses into the political arena would have ended in the isolation

of the revolutionarli forces." (Daily WorM Magazine, October 17,

1s70.)

Some Basic Lessotts

The Chilean expenience demonstrates anew how varied is the course

of revolution in &fierent oountries. It demonstrates the need for the

utmost flexibility in tactics, for the skillful comrbination of difierent
forms of struggle. And it demonstrates that whatever the tactics th-ey

cannot srr*u"d unless they are based on the widest support of the

rnasses-on mass movement. OnIy in this way can the ruling-class

forces of reaction be isolated and defeated.
Fi"rlly it shows strikingly the vital role of the Com,munist Tarty.

It is generally ac}nowledged that the communist Party of chile is
the ba-ckbone-of the Popular Unity-the stnongest, best organized and

most disciplined of all its component parties. It is the Communist
Party which projected the idea of the coalition and fomght persistendy
for its realization over a period of years. Its realism and its flexibility
in the diverse condiitions of the struggle contributed powerfully to the
ultirnate electoral victory.

It is the Communist Party which was the dynamic force in the or-

ganization of the thousandslof local Committees of feoplet Uni_!r, ald
ivti"t ris now the main force in mobilizing the Chilean masses for de-

fense of their victory and for further advances. It is this party, with
its deep roots in the working class, with its graqp of Marxist-Leninist
theory and its skill in tactics, which is the force that the ruling class

most deeply fears and strives to isolate.
For our Party here in the United States the Chilean electiorxs hold

important lessons. Gus Hall sums those up as follows:

That we must buitrd mass struggles-mass movements reflecting
our reality.

That there is no such thing as skipping stages. There can be fast
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and speedy rnovements, but no skipping of stages.
Th;t wd rnust never lose oonffdence in the masses, in the work-

ing class, and that our policies must be saved on &at.
That our tactics must be a flexible combination of many forms of

struggle at the proper time. And they rnust be based on mass strug-
gle-regardles of toc-tics. . . .

I think it points to the need for building united front movernents
of all kinds. (DailyWoild Magazine, October 17, 1970.)

To these Comrade Hall adds one rrro,re lesson: to learn from the ex-

periences of the Cornmunist Party of 'Chile, and to build and sEength-
en our own ParV organizationally and ideologically

The Chilean people are on the march. Socialism in Latin America,
initiated with the successful revolution in Cuba, will be victorious in
Chile, and sooner or later in other Latin American countries. The peo-
ptre's victory in Ctrile lays the basis for closer ties betw'een the peoples
of our two countries, and particularly between their respective worh
ing classes. Onour Party and on the working people of our country it
rimlrcses the task of defending that victory against all efiorts by U.S.
imperialism to undermine and reverse it.

(Note: In this issue we present also, in an abridged version, a report
on the elections by Orlando Millas, a member of the Political Com-
mittee of the Communist Party of Chile.)

The anti-colonial revolutions aim to destroy imperialist domination,
feudal bondage and political tyranny. In the struggle for such aims
a broad national unity is attainablg including workers, peasants,
intellectuals, middle classes, and even some capitalists restricted
by foreign monopoly. The attainment of such aims, progressive
and liberating as they are, is not yet socialism. . . .

Striving to leap from economic backwardness and extreme po-
verty to rnodern industry and abundance, colonial pooples are
increasingly compelled to bypass capitalist economic forrns, which
retard their growth and subject them to imperalist penetration.
Workers and peasants, who suffer most acutely from the legacies
of bolonialism, are therefore impelled to make the advance from
anti-colonial revolution to socialist revolution. This brings them
into sharpest conflict with neo-colonialism and with those social
strata which derive wealth and privilege frorn a private profit sy-
stem. (Nen: Progrom of tlw Connruu,nist Party U.S.A., New Outlook
Publishers, New York, 1970, p. 85.)
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The Steel Uniun's 15th f,onvention

The 15th Constitutional Convention of the United Steelworkers
Union, held Sepember 28-October 2, L970, reflected the shalpening
class struggles in the United States.

On the part of the Abel leadership it was a distorted and contradic-
tory refection. On the part of the rank-and-ffle delegates, among
whom there were many younger, newly-elected local union officials, it
was a direct, clear and forthright refection.

The Abel team clearly intended the convention to be an exercise in
public relations which would put forward in broad terms the bargain-
ing goals for 1971, set the stage for steelworker participation in the
November elections to defeat the worst Nixonites and elect liberals to
Congress (especially the Senate) and proiect legislative goals and for-
eign affairs positions.

Mooing in Opposita Directions

What emerged from this efiort were inconsistent and contradictory
stands. Adopting a generally progressive posture on most questions of
domestic policy in relation to the economy, equal rights,labor's rights,
civil liberties, health, education and the environment, the convention
moved in the opposite direction in matters of foreign policy.

The foreign affairs section of the resolution adopted was a back-
sliding into some positions of the worst days of the anti-Soviet cold
war in relation to Southeast Asia and to Eastern Europe. The conven'
tion thereby cut the ground out from under its more or less progres-

sive domestic policy positions.
It was almost as though the Abel leadership was telling Nixon: *You

have our support on foreign policy provided you reverse your course

on domestic policy." It was as though a plea were being made for a
return to the'good old days" of Lyndon ]ohnson (from the viewpoint
of the Abel team).

What is ignored in this attempt to move in two directions at once is
that Johnsont reactionary foreign policies could only lead to reaction-
ary domestic policies: infation, higher taxes, growing repression,

racism, etc. And the consequences led to the point where lohnson had
to take himself out of a re-election bid rather than face the certain
defeat which awaited him at the polls.

t0
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Where Johnson would make some domestic concessions and throw
some crumbs to labor to gain its support for his foreign policies, Nixon
uses threats and blackmail to whip labor leaders into line to support
both foreign and domestic policy. Illusions that Nixon will trade con-
cessions to labor in return for foreign polcy support await a sad and
rude awakening. Give Nixon an inch and he demands a foot.

When Labor Secretary Hodgsont attempt to picture the Nixon ad-
ministration as friendly to labor was booed by the delegates, Abel
iustiffed Hodgsont appearance by explaining that it was a steel con-
vention tradition to invite the labor secretary to speak, no matter
which party was in power .

But it was deemed unnecessary to explain why the President of the
United Auto Workers Union, a traditional speaker at all steel union
conventions (except for a while under David |. McDonald) had not
been invited to speak. This far better and more meaningful tradition
of the USWA was ignored at the very time when it was most impor-
tant for the steelworkers, who themselves face a difficult struggle in a
matter of months with the steel trust. It was ignored at a time when
the General Motors workers on strike needed a powerful demonstra-
tion of support from the steelworkers. The GM strike received only
cursory mention from the pla$orm and in the general resolution.

The appearance of Lane Kirkland, secretary-treasurer of the AFL
CIO, instead of Meany, who usually addresses the convention of this
largest AFL-CIO affiliate, would tend to conffrm reports that difier-
ences exist between Abel and Meany on a number of questions con-
ceming attitude to the Nixon Administration in general, as well as
speciffc measures of the federal government in particular.

The chief points at which the Abel team found itself in accord with
the delegates werei

l. The economic demands looking to next yeart contract negotia-
tions, with emphasis on a "very, very substantial wage increase"; res-
toration of the cost-of-Iiving clause with no ceiling; a shorter work
week ("which makes sense in the 70s," said Abel, and which delegates
took to mean a 4-day week); 

"od 
better pensions (*like the auto

workers are ffghting for," said delegates from the foor). Bu! as we
shall see below, delegates went beyond these goals in tleir demands.

2. Abel's indictment, in scathing terms, of the Nixon administration:
'I say to the employers and the Nixon administration'we wont stand
still for it; we are algry, and we point the ffnger of blame on the Nixon
Adminisration for the state of the economy and the anti-labor drive
buflding up.'"

For a large part of the delegates, the convention was looked upon
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as an opportunity forcefully to bring the attention of the leadership to
the anger and frustration that fflls the mills and plants over inability
to get grievances settled and to cope with the speedup, arbitrary iob-
changei and disciplines, unsafe and unhealthy working conditions, as

well as to the great dissatisfaction with the steady decline in real

wages due to mounting inflation and rising taxes.

Rank and, Filn Upatrge

The more than 3,000 resolutions which had come in from local
unions had undoubtedly forewarned the Abel team that something

was in the wind, that rank-and-ftle anger was bound to spill out on the
conventron floor. Some measures were taken, such as tightening con-

vention rules, to contain the discontent.

In the past, dissent and criticism were attributed by some officials

to either "a handful of malcontents who wouldnt be happy unless

they had something to gripe about" or to a 'tpecial interest $roup,"
meaning the 6-year old Ad Hoc Committee of Concerned Steelwork-

ers, a national Black caucus ffghting, among other things, for Black
representation at all leadership levels, including top policy-making.

But the storrns of rage that burst forth on the convention fl,oor on a
number of issues could in no way be dismissed as coming from a small

group of malcontents. With a good half of the delegates composed of
itafiers and of officials of many small loca1s beholden to the officials for
their presence there, the other part of the convention (upward of 40

per cent ofthe delegates as reflected in votes on key issues),-unques-

Lonably the authentic voice of the rank and ffle in its overwhelming
maiority, let loose blast after blast that shook up the officers.

fh" 
"rg" 

expressed itself on opening day and carried through the

whole convention. It ranged from a demand for the right to strike on

grievances to the right to vote on contracts. It included the ffght

against racism and for full equality and dignity of Black workers and

other minorities from top to bottom, and there was a long debate over

raising the officials' salaries.

Steelworkers denounced the official resolution as, in the words of
one delegate, "watered-down and weak." The officia1 general resolu-

tion, supposed to represent a composite of local union resolutions, ac-

t,ally riis a means of making short shrift of them on the grounds that
they were being referred to either the executive board, the wage poli-
cy committee or the industry conferences'

Here are the actual words of delegates demanding the right to strike

on grievances:
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". . . without it, we have no real contract" (Allentown steelworker).
". . . wete going to get weaker instead of stronger if we dont take
the no-strike clause out of the contract" (delegate from Sharon,
Pr.).
". . . without your (the officers') interference, we could have won
the right to strike on grievances" (Allegheny-Ludlum steeworker).
". .. we also have to put grievances under the right to strike" (Jones
and Laughlin delegate).
". . . the company is violating the contract every day; give us tle
right to strike; give us back our digrity; arbitration doesnt get it
on grievances . . ." (president of a local).
". . . we're getting short-changed; the grievance procedure doesnt
work; the membership must have the right to strike and vote on the
contract" (Black worker, Local 1033).

In all the debates on the economic and contract demands, as well as

on further democratizing the union, all Black delegates voted solidly
with the substantial minority of white rank-and-file delegates. These
were the high-points of black-white unity in the convention.

Fight for EqualiE and, Dignity

The Ad Hoc Committee's resolution (read out on demand of an Ad
Hoc member from the floor) called for creation of two additional vice-
presidents or three directors at large to expand opportunity for Black
workers and other minority groups, as well as women, to win positions
in top policy-making levels of leadership." The debate on it was cut
short in a stage-managed maneuver which left dozens of speakers,
black and white, stranded at the floor microphones.

But this was not before a number of delegates had spoken, suffi-
cient to show that all Black delegates (about L0 per cent of the total),
whether full-time staffers or rank-and-ft1e, were united in support of
the Ad Hoc resolution, and that they had the support of about 30-35
per cent of the white delegates as indicated by the votes.

In the debate, Aaron lohnson, Local 5014, said: "I am sick and tired
of white versus black; of black frustration and white fear. We know
that many civil rights laws have been passed, but they are curtailed,
unenforced and otherwise nulliffed. We get tokenism and no real prog-
ress. If we really want democracy in the true sense, we need this Ad
Hoc resolution."

The only white worker given the floor to speak in support of Ad
Hoc, Robert Rospierski of East Chicago, Indiana, said: *The time has

come to give our Black brothers the opportunity to sit on t"he executive
board where policy is made."
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The voice vote on whether or not to act on the Ad Hoc resolution

surprised observers at the press table, among whom the estimate was

about 40 per cent in favor.
The Ad Hoc committee itseu held its annual conference coneur-

reDt with the convention, organizing informational picketing of the

convention, recording continued gtowth, strengthening its unity, plan-

ning its strategy and re-electing its officers.

" F rustration and Futikty"

The vote on raising officers' salaries wErs so close as to leave the issue

in doubt. When the chairman announced the increase had passed,

about 25 per cent of the delegates arose and walked out in a demon-

stration of protest They were absent when a motion for a roll-call on

the issue received the 'ayes" of about 15 per ecnt of the remaining

delegates, falling short of the needed 30 per cent.

Time and again delegates fought in vain to get the convention to
act directly on resolutions sent in from their locals calling for elimina-

tion of the no-strike clause, the right to vote on contracts, election of
stafi members and other demands, Again and again they were de-

clared out of order or told no action could be taken by the convention,

that by convention ruIes their resolutions were referred to other bodies

for consideration.
Addressing the platform, a delegate declared, '"This convention has

been an exercise in frustration and futility."
The president of the large U.S. Steel Gary Worlcs local told the

officers-in measured tones: 'ff the rank and ffle cant get their answers

here in the highest authority of this union, if they cart't get_satisfaction

here, they are going to take the law into their own hands"' Another

local preiident warned of the danger of local unions "pulling out if
the changes we need arent made."

The rank-and-ffle upsurge in steel broke through at the 15th con'

vention on a scale that has no percedent in the uniont history. While
it sounded a warning to the oficers that the union must go all the way

in redeeming Abelt mid-sixties pledge to return the union to the mem-

bership, it served notice on the steel, fabrieating, aluminum and non-

ferroui indutry magnates that the members of this union are deter.

mined on winning major concessions and a much stronger contract in
1971-, and are prepared for a long, hard strike if need be.

The upsurg" io th" ranks of the steel union made possible-another

unprecedented event at the convention. For the ffrst time, full-time

stah people took to the foor to take issue with the officers' policies.

ThreJ Black stafiers hit the floor in support of the Ad Hoc resolution.
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And for the ffrst time at a steel convention since the Vieham war
began, a white staffer spoke up to differ with the official position in
support of Vietnamization and the Cambodian adventure.

Ed Sadlowski of Chicago, former president of the U.S. Steel South-
works local, declared that the policy of supporting dictators was bank-
rupt, that the cause of U.S. economic woes could be traced to the
Vietnam war. He added that, to his way of thinking, it was hypocriti-
cal to call on the Soviet Union to withdraw troops from Czechoslo-
vakia as long as the union supports Nixon's Vietnamization policy
which requires a continued American military presence in Southeast
fuia.

The steel union convention brought into sharp focus the four traps
steelworkers must break out of to win that degree of unity and union
power to efiectively defend themselves against the company on-
slaughts and to resume their forward march to a better life.

The Trap of Ra.cism

All that prevents the officers of the union from opening the door to
Black participation in the executive board is racism and capitulation
to fears that such a step would evoke a racist reaction among white
workers. On the other hand, many white staffers and those who feel
beholden to the leadership, believing it is the policy of the oficers to
exclude Black members, respond to what they believe to be the
wishes of the top leaders.

Yet the convention showed that at least 40 per cent of the delegates
supported Ad Hoc, and coming in large part from many large locals,
they could have represented far more than 40 per cent of the member-
ship. The election of a Black worker as president of the 8,000-member
Chicago U.S. Steel local, with a white maiority, is indicative of the
readiness of growing numbers of white workers to accept Black lead-
ership.

The ftght of the Ad Hoc Committee, say its spokesmen, is a ftght to
advance all minority groups, as well as women. In cities like Lorain,
Ohio, a large part of the steelworkers are Puerto Rican. In East Chi-
cago, Chicago and in the South west, Chicano workers are a high
percentage among steelworkers. At the convention, M. R. Barraza from
the Rocky Mountain area, former Mine-Mill organizer and now a steel
union staff member, distributed handbills announcing his candidacy
for director of District 38 (Western Region) to ffll a vacancy. His
election would represent the ffrst time a Chicano worker became a
member of the executive board. Members of the Ad Hoc Committee
spoke of giving fulI support to Barraza.
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The racist foreclosure of Black participation in the top leadership
is justiffed by the officers on the grounds of "democracy" and "ability":
democracy, because 

*officers 
should be elected rather than appointed";

ability because "election to office should be on the basis of ability and
not color."

Ad Hoc pointed out that 1) appointments are happening all the
time and Abel will be appointing a director for the Western District
to ffll a vacancy until an election can be held; and 2) what Ad Hoc
seeks is an expansion of the opportunit7 to elect Black and other
minority representatives, as well as women, by creating new oficer
posts to be temporari,fu ftlled by appointment until elections are held.

Abel himself answered the "ability" argument by pointing to Leroy
Simms, who unsuccessfully ran for District Director in Baltimore
with Abefs support. Abel characterized Simms as "exceptionally able,
a man whom any steelworker would be proud to call his district direc-
tor." But this testimonial came from AbeI after the debate was closed
and after the vote had been taken, too late to infuence the outcome.

The strategy of the Ad Hoc Committee in calling for expanding the
number of officers actually accords with one of the chief needs faeing
steel workers in further democratizing the union's structure and. over-
coming the procedure trap which freezes the membership out of the
decision-making process in a whole number of industries represented
by the union, which we discuss below.

White steelworkers in growing numbers are coming to learn that on
every point of issue with the company, in every struggle with the
company, Blaek workers as a whole are among the most militant ffght-
ers and strongest union members. A growing number are realizing
that their own interests are bound up in the unity of black and white,
and that the sbengthening of this unity requires recognition and ac-
ceptance of the iust demands of the Black workers.

Racism is becoming recognized as a company trap dividing the
workers, making it easier for the companies to use the grievance pro-
cedure trap to profft at the expense of all steelworkers, black and
white.

The further growttr of the Ad Hoc Committee and of the new Steel-
workers National Rank-and-File Committee (which came out of the
National Rank-and-File Conference) and the growth of parallel action
between these two movements and other caucuses, can provide that
unity of Black, Chicano, Puerto Rican and a sizeable minority of white
workers which can, in the near future, win victory for the demands of
Ad Hoc as well as the demands of the ot-her rank-and-ffle movements.
The mutuality of their interests, especially when asserted in the course

stEE[ colfvEilTroN lt

of action for their programs, will prove far stronger than differences.

The Crieoance Proceilure Trap

All steelworkers, black and white, share a common, deep-seated

anger at the grievance procedure trap which frustrates their every
effort to overcome rotten job conditions,

Under this procedure, grievances must be processed and arbitrated
in a series of steps; if not solved in the ffrst step, they go to a higher
step, etc. Knowing that the no-strike clause forbids work stoppages,

the companies deliberately stall on settling grievances which, once

they are ffled, are like cargo on that proverbial "slow boat to China"

-they hardly ever get there. It is commonplace for 500 to 1,000

grievances in a big plant to pile up unsolved in the course of a year,

or for grievances to be 'tolved" by the book-that is, on the basis

of old rulings in some other, often remotd related case, and not on

the basis of their own merits.
This situation, compounded by a drastic weakening of the steward

system over the years, has reduced union power on the iob to prac-

tically nil. It is the chief cause of dissatisfaction among steelworkers.

What steelworkers want is the right to strike after a reasonable
period of arbitration (15 to 30 days) has failed to setde a grievance.

This, they justly believg is the decisive element in breaking out of
the grievance procedure trap.

Related to this effort to get grievance settlement speeded up to
their satisfaction are demands for the election of staff members to
make them more responsive to the membership; and for strengthening
the steward system.

Steelworkers are also driving for the right to vote on contracts, for
they have become impatient wi& settlements which always fall short
of what they want.

It is around such issues t-hat numerous local rank-and-ffle commit-
tees have arisen. The success of their efforts will in large measure
depend on their ability to link together into a national uniffed effort
along the lines of the recently formed National Steelworkers Rank-
and-File Committee which sponsored a petition on such demands to
the 15th Convention.

The Union Procedare Trup

The USWA has grown into a complex union of 1,225,700 members
in over 4,000 local unions, having 3,600 contracts with 2,600 employ-
ers. It has membership in scores of industrie.s, from basic steel to
plastics, toys, Iumber and leather.
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In recent years, 18 industry conferences were established in the

union. These are as follows (ffgures in parentheses are approximate

percentages of total union membershi,p):

Basic Steel (44per cent); Non-Ferrous Metals (11 per cenQ; Alu'
minum (3 per cent); Containers (3.5 pe1 cent); Valves, Fittings,
Pumps, boirptessori, Blowers, Enginei (4 per cent);Toundries
and Forgings-(5.7 per cent); Industrial Machinery and. Equipment
( 11 per i*), Transportation Equipqent ( 3.5-pe-r gent-); Furniture
ind-Fixtures (1 pef cent); Chemical and Allied Products $ pY,
cent); Nonmetafic Mineials (1 per cent); Cutlery, Handtools,
Tableware (1 per cent); Structura1 Steel, Boiler Shops, Nuts and
Bolts (3 per cent) Sheet Metal Work and Stampings (1'5 per
cent);'HeiUng arrd Air Conditioning Equipme"l (?-per 

-c-ent);
Electrical Machinery and Equipment (2 per cent); Metal Ware-
houses (2 per cent); Miscellaneous Manufacturing, Construction
and Service Industries (6 per cent).

Only the ftrst four industry conferences have fuII responsibility to
implement the bargaining policies formulated by the International
Wage Po1icy Committee. Each of these four conferences has authority
to reject or ratify contracts and to recommend strikes subject to the
approval of the membership involved.

As for the other 14 industry conferences, the union officers say "it
is a long range goal" to bring them to the point where they have the
same authority and responsibility as the original four.

Neither the members of the Wage Policy Committee nor the dele-
gates to the industry conferences are elected by direct vote of the
membership. They function only when in session, with no elected
leadership to operate between sessions, which are infrequent. Their
actual authority and responsibility in terms of the day-to-day work
and life of their memberships is extremely limited, as is their capacity
to get things done. That is why groans went up from the delegates

when they were told that many of their local resolutions had been
referred to the Wage Policy Committee and the industry conferences.

Over this vast structure stands a 28-man executive board consisting
of the tfuee top officers, the Canadian national director and 24 dis-
trict directors.

In a union where basic steel is now a minority (although the largest
single section), most of the industries embraced in the remaining 17

conferences are unrepresented on the International Executive Board
or the International Wage Policy Committee. Many feel like neg-
Iected stepchildren, getting far less attention than even the inade-
quate attention basic steel gets.

The convention graphically brouglrt home to the delegates how

SEEL CONVENNON IS

the union structure, for all the appearance of democracy, operates
in a way to frustrate the will of the membership. An inexperienced
observer could look at the convention and say: 'The engine of democ-
racy is running." But what is missing are the wheels, so this particular
operation of democracy isnt going anywhere.

For union democracy to work in the interests of the members, for
the union really to be returned to the membership, it would be neces-
sary for the membership in each industry conference to have the
right to elect delegates from their locals to the conferences, and to
elect their own officers for the industry conferences, at least one of
whom would sit on the International Executive Board as a vice-
president representing them; and to elect from such democratically-
constituted industry conferences ,their own members of the Wage Po-
Iicv Committee.

That is why the ffght of the Ad Hoc Committee for expanding the
number of officers accords with the interests of all members of the
steelworkers' union.

Such a domocratization of the union structure would go far toward
giving the menrbership greater voice in the affairs of their union, to-
ward really returning the union to the members.

The Trap of Anti-Commanisrn

Anti-Communism was one of the weapons used by the steel indus-
try and reactionary employers generally to beat dovrn the militant
str,uggle of workers, to weaken unions and make them oompliant.

An example of how it is used to confuse workers on the real issues,
to divide and intimidate, was seen at the convention when what can
only be described as a backward delegate attacked the Ad Hoc reso-
Iution as "subversive" and "in violation of the anti.Communist clause"
in the union constitution. Incorrigible racism and anti.Communism
golrand in hand. Lacking any valid or effective arguments against the
right of dignity and equality of Black workers, the rabid racist resorts
to anti-Cornmunism. The measure of the irationality of this dele-
gate's ':arguments"-one that would have gladdened the heart of an
Agnew-was his statement that "even American Indians are inftltrat-
ing the unions where I come from." Rabid anti-Communism, like
rabid racism, is know-nothingism.

Yet it cannot be lightly dismissed. It has done great harm in depriv-
ing the union of militant, clear-headed rank-and-file leaders, in divid-
ing the ranks, in diluting the ffghting spirit and militancy of the
membership.

Wlrrle a uumber of stafiers and local-leve] eleeted ofieia,ls wiltr ao.
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Iimowledge the great role of william Z. Foster, late chairrnan of the

Commun"ist par,[ of the United States and of Gus Hall,, its present

General Secretary, and other Communists in the building of the

steel union, they have not drawn all the lessons for solving the prob-

lems the union faces todaY.

Efiorts of steelworkers io form rank-and-ffle c'ommittees to strength-

en the union for more efiective struggle against the company ofien-

sives are often met with open red-b-aiting 
-or innuendo to the efiect

that such movements are 'tiinted' ( l). In lhis way, every rank-and-ffle

attempt to exercise union rights is subject to attack as "subversive"

and djscouraged or beaten do*o. Only the oompanies stand to gain

from anti-Comnnrnism.
So long as the anti-Communist clause remains in the union oonsti'

tution (iicidentally, in violation of the Supreme Court ruling in the

Arehie Brown case, in which the ight of Communists to union mem-

bership was upheld), free license exist-s for using anti-Communism

againsi the int6rests of the USWA mernbership'

The union needs not only a removal of that clause and the full re-

establishment of democratic trade union principles governTB- mem-

b"rrhip. It also sorely needs the lntegrrty, steadfasbness ancl loyalty

to so,ird union principtes, the militancy, larowleclge 9f the strategy

and tactics of the clasi struggle, and thi devotion to the cause of 
't-he

working class which Communists nepresent'

Urrtit"th" rights of Communists a.e fofly restored in the steel union,

the membersfip will remain hampered and- trapped in its eftorts to

gain democratii control over the afiairs of the union and get it mov-

ing again for progress.-"Tdt;; fdZf "*oo"gn 1978 loom as_decisive ones in the life of the

steelworkers and their feat union. In I-971, major-contracts with basic

steel, aluminum, non-f-errous, fabricating and other industries oome

up. Big struggles are shaPing uP. - --11" 
fBZe, tf,E fOtt Cont 

"nEori 
of the union lvill carry forward the

ffgii;; break out of the four traps, to fi,ther democratize, unify and

strengthen their trnion.
In"Feb,ruary, 1g78, the elections of Internatiomal officers and dis-

trict directors wiII take Place.
What happens in the iontract negotiations and struggles, what hap-

pens at UJ iOtf, Convention, will have decisive bearing on the out-

come of the 1978 elections.

The members of the uswA can, in these three years, transforrn their

,"il;; powerful instrument for qrogless to rise to a new status of

*"ti-U"irg lnd dignity, to beeome a Uai"g force for social and polit-

STEEL COIrVENflON 
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ical progress in our country. But ttrre road ahead is no easy one. It will
take a determined struggle to break out of the four traps which keep
the union from moving forward. It means putting four wheels on the
union car so that the engine of democracy doesnt just go through the
motions.

The key to the realization of these great goals is the strengthening
of the unity of black and white through rejeotion of racism. It is the
restoration of the dignity of militant, ftghting steelworkers through the
rejection of anti-Cornmunism. And it lies in overcoming a purely local
outlook and unifying the various rank-and-ffle movements into a pow-
erful national movement, working in close cooperation with the Ad
IIoc Committee

As their struggles sharpen, the masses of workers come into ever
more forceful collision with the policies of "class parbrership"
espoused by the top AFL-CIO officialdom. These policies are based
on the ,false prolrcsition that labor and oapital are partners, not
irreconcilable foes. The more acutethe crisis of U.S. monopoly cap-
italism and the greater the efforts to make the workers pay the costs,
the more glari,ng is the bankruptcy of zuch plicies.

By chainin! itself to the war chariot of U.S. imperialism, the
Meany leadership is now identified with the most barbarous and
hated war in our history; by entering into collusion with the Cen-
'tral Intelligence Agency, by accepting payoffs from the rnilitary-
industrial complex to provide 'ho revolution" insurance in other
lands, this leadership has increasingly isolated American labor
from the world labor movement.

By its total subservience to the parties of monolnly capital, es-
pecially to the Democratic Prrty, it has sapped labor of its polit-
ical strength and exposed it to serious political defeats and be-
trayals.

By virtue of such "class partnership" policies it has greatly weak-
ened labot's economic struggles. It has laid the unions open to
anti-labor legistration, oompulsory arbitration and govdrnment
strike-breaking, all of which are undertaken in the name of the
very war policy to which the AFL-CIO officialdom is com,mitted.

By accommodation to tokenism and gradualism and even rnore
overt forms of racism it sows deeper divisions in the working class
to the advantage of the corporate exploiters. Agains,t such bankrupt
policies there has developed a rising resistance in the ranks of
workers. . . . (Nero Program of the CPUSA, pp. a5-466.)
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The Penple Will Know Hnw

To Make Their VictnrY HesPected*

The people of Chile have won a victory of extraordinary importance

for which they have been ffghting for decades, and over many gener-

,tioor, and wirich 
"rpr"rr"rihe 

ardent wishes of all patriots' The elec-

uon of Salvador Allende, candidate of the unidad Popular (Popular

U"rty) represents the coming to power of a p-rogressive coalition in-

ctuding tfre working class, ihe "6**o, 
people of the- city 

-and 
the

"oo"tr|ria", 
the intJllectuals and the middle strata, so that Chile may

be free and the master of her own destiny. Thus a hard blow has been

,tro"k at imperialism, the landowners and the ffnancial monopolist

oligarchy.- 
i" frf, press conference with the foreign correspondents, President-

elect Alleirde deffned the basic task force facing the government when

he saidr '.we are struggling for childs economic, cultural and political

independence."
Tfre Unidad Popular, the victorious movement, rests upon lh Pu"!.

solemnly agreed to uy'tt 
" 

following parties-socialist, Radical, social

Democratii Com*onist, the Popular Independent A"tol and the

Unitarian Action Movement. It is an alliance of political forces that

are deffnitely anti-imperialist and anti-oligarchil. It constitutes the

expression of the mos-t important social forces of the country. Before

diignating its presidential candidate this movement elaborated its

prog"ram ,IrporJibly, reflecting the long-held aspirations of our peo-

it".;o The Unidad Popular is not a closed group lyt an immense
'open citizens' contingerit that is constantly groyinqt- fh"- tt"+ is that

tlie victory belongs to the entire Chilean people. Chile has thus suc-

ceeded in initiating a revolution, or one might say a process of real

social change has f,egurr-a process of change in the relations of pro-

duction anJ the replacement of the classes in power by others that

represent the overwhelming majority.

* Report presented in ithe name of the Politieal committee to a Plenum
of tfr"-'Cuntrul Committee of the Communist Party of Chile on September
14, 1970. Abridged.

** See "A Basic Program of People's Unity" in t'he May and July issues of
Polttical Afiairs.
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Tlw Present Cond.itions Can No Longer Conti,rute

The displacement of the current ruling classes is a vital necessity for
Chilean society. In the framework of the existing regime the produc-
tive forces are strangled, \rrith no possibility for their release. Eco-
nomic stagnation has characterized a succession of bourgeois govern-
ments and ignominiously perpetuates the baclaryardness of the
country and the misery of the masses, and it also creates dreadful
deffcits in education, health and housing.

These conditions cannot continue. In order to further the develop-
ment of the nation, national and social liberation are indispensable.
We must also eliminate the large landholdings and prit and end to the
parasitic exploitation by the oligarchy and the privileges enjoyed by
by them. The victory of Unidad Popular in the presidential elections
on the 4th of this month represents an inevitable historic step. For
this reason the Popular Government will be on ffrm ground, because
it refects a process of democratic and revolutionary transformation
that is profoundly rooted in reality.

The Popular Government will nationalize the riches of Chile which
are at present in the hands of imperialist enterprises. It will recover
for society the ffnancial and productive sectors which are of strategic
importance for further development, will complete the elimination of
the large landholdings and will make full use of the industrial re-
sources. It wil stress the solution of the problems facing the masses,
holding as the main objecdve the welfare of the people.

The forty initial measures of the Popular Government, announced
during the campaign for Salvador Allende, will attack problems that
do not permit delay. They will hold back rising prices and will provide
work for the unemployed. They will carry out an emergency plan for
construction of housing for the homeless and will pav attention to
health and education. The implementation of a plan for a half liter of
milk for every Chilean child will be the ffrst step to assure the health
and happiness of the children.

For the Guarantee of Victory

Now all the efforts of the people of Chile must be centered on these
great obiectives to make secure the victory of September 4th, to pro-
tect it from the traps set by the enemy, to defend it to the bitter end
and to fulffll the verdict of the ballot box. We Communists devote
ourselves completely to this task, together with the other parties and
movements of the Unidad Popular, in the front ranks of the working
class and the entire people.

'The enemy woulil like to isolate the forces of the Left, create splits
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the professionals and t-he technicians anxious to participate in the
building of a better future, and for the large sector of small and medi-
um sized business enterprises that have been forced to work under the
conditions of enslavement imposed by the monopolies. They will re-
ceive preferential treatment and help from the government of the Left.

The women of Chfle, longing for peace and well being in their
homes, were convinced that the fears spread were false. Four hundred
and fffty thousand of them voted for Allende, and now under the in-
spiration of the democratic verdict of the voters, there have been
added those who voted for Tomic and many of those who mistakenly
went along with Allessandri. Every section of the population has to
become a united bulwark of decisive action to develop respect for the
will of the people, expressed on Friday, September 4th.

The People of l-din America Greet the Victory a^c Their Ouln

On all continents, and of course in Latin America, the peoples have

ioyfully greeted the victory of the Chilean people. This inspires us,
ffIls us with pride and also increases our responsibility. The informaton
agencies in the service of the imperialists have resumed the transmis-
sion of cables with abiect editorials, submitting to the most bestial
flants and shamelessly daring to speak in the name of what they call
'Chilean Democracy.'So much for them!

But in Caracas they are preparing a celebration in honor of the
democratic victory of Allende. In Montevideo, Buenos Aires and C6r-
doba the workers and the students march through the streets with the
Chilean banner. In Peru oficial personalities congratulate the people
of Chile. Everyrvhere in the vast and noble socialist world, in the
Soviet Union and in our sister country, Cuba, as well as in the capital-
ist countries of Europe and even in the United States itself, the sig-
niffcance of our country today has been recognized.

We are gratiffed by the greetings we have received. Our response
is to reaffirm our unchanging position of international proletarian soli-
darity. At the same time, with modesty and with absolute assurance
we also reafirm our faith in the people of Chile, who will not betray
themselves or the fraternal peoples of the world.

The masses of the people have greeted their victory with patriotic
enthusiasm and are preparing to celebrate on the I"Bth of the month
their passionate affection for this country of ours. Creative proiects
are being initiated in the factories, the mines, the universities and the
schools, in the ffelds, in the twns and in the centers of health and cul-
ture. This indicates the eagerness to move the country forward and to
create a new Chile. The people are united where they wor\ whero

between the working class, the farmers, the students and the general

public and place ,rr in opporition to the christian Democrats. But

ihey will ,ot ,r""""d b""irit" the vital interest of every woman and

man demand joint action and unity against the reactionaries'

On the other hand, as is public knowledge, the triumph of the Uni-

dad Popular was won desliite the incredulity of some-elements and

the disc-ouragement inspired by the ultra-Left gloups. The election is

over. We ,ofpor" th,at in those circles some will reconsider their posi-

tions and it is hopeil that there are those who will draw conclusions

with revolutior"r! horutty. Others, perhaps, may be inclined- to con-

tinue ffghting the parties'and movements of the working class and

the whole plople, ionfronting the popular movement with new ob-

,t""1"r, frairini to forward, Ly provocation, the seditious plans of

national and intemational reactio". Wu have been continuing the ide-

oiogi"A struggle against the opportunist deviations of the Right and

the""Left," ,i-a ngt ti"g for oui bwn principles, and we shall c-onsider

objectively the belavioi of each and, without preiudice, we shall iudge
them according to their deeds.

There are moments when the course of events is determined for a

long period to come. we are living in such times. To consolidate the

"i"t[ry, 
and to assure that the constitutional mandate is placed in the

hanils of the President-elect-these are the irrevocable rights of the

popular forces and of all patriots. Let, no one misunderstand-the

people of Chile are not going to retreat from these positions'
' ln Ct ite the working class-is the largest segment of the population.

In addition it is characterized by a high level of class consciousness,

its traditions of struggle, its organization and its basic relationship to

the economy. For the mass of ihe working class, the establishment of

the popular objectives are decisive of its own emancipation. Every

class^-cJnscious worker understands that his future depends on it, and

that the popular government is inextricably tied to him and his famrly.

For the ,"*" ,"aron one cannot give stintingly of time or sacriffce.

The proletariat is ready to devote its Ufe to this cause.

Td defend the popular victory has also come to be of ffrst impor-

tance for the masiei of the countryside in the struggle for agrarian

reforms, not only for those who voted for Allende but also for those

who preferred Tomic, and even including those who 9"+r pressure

of the landowners, were coerced into voting for the Right. In the same

way the victory of the Left represents a special victory for tle Chflean

yorrth, who have emerged as a revolutionary force in $e Jife of the

nation, also for the teachers, for all cultural workers, for the various

university groups concerned with the reform of higher education,'for
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Anti,-Patriotb Mochinations

We already see the application of the ffrst chapter of this anti-Chile
and fascist plan. It consists in the machinations of a group of bankers,
monopolists and landowners to destroy the national economy by
means of sabotage, depending upon nrmor-mongering for the pu4)ose
of creating panic. They therefore exploit the mummi.ffed and false
image of the Left, which our enemies have propagated through past
and present campaigns of terror. They circulate all kinds of intrigue
and announce supposed appointments by the popular government.
They try at all costs to cause splits.

The anti-patriots receive support, money and instructions from
the CIA and from a vast network of imperialist agents. There is a

conspiracy against our country that incites anarchy and if necessary
even civil war and foreign intervention. The enemy worla with the
dollars of Anaconda and of other North American enterprises and
with the assistance of Yankee experts in their disruptive activities.

The conspirators are exasperated by the patriotic position of the
armed forces which, faithful to the legacy of O'Higgins, maintain a

strictly professional position. The agents of the candidacy of Ales-
sandri criticized, before September 4th, the declarations of the Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Army, in which he reiterated his adherence
to eonstitutional standards. And these same agents, following their
devious line, now attempt to interpret these standards with their
usual distortions. For the preservation of national sovereignty it is
of primary importance to reject all efforts to involve the armed forces
in this type of dispute. This is the dirty game of the reactionaries,
whose purpose is to set the armed forces in opposition to the people.
This would be an attack on the integrity of their mission. . . .

The plan of the enemy consists in attracting to their side the middle
strata, also sections of the workers, white collar employees, and rural
workers, leading them to act against their own self-interests and con-
verting them un}nowingly into tools of the reactionaries. This is not
new. It is the application in Chile of the classical technique of the
Nazis when they were preparing lhetr coup itdtat or their aggression
against one or another country. The order of the day is to lie in the
style of Goebbels. They spread discarded falsehoods with the aim
that constant repetition will lead to acceptance or at least to doubt
and confusion.

Tha Financiat Canryaign of Temor

The wealthy business man Francisco Bulnes, in the very portals of

they study and where theY live.

Onlg a Few Will Be Losers

The losers are few but very powerful, and hardly an insigfficant
group. In the struggle for the defense of the victory,,the Unidad Pop-

util i, in a position to isolate them and to reduce them to their true

proportions,-separating them from those who were deceived into fol-

lowing them.

salvador Allende obtained 1,075,616 votes of which 631,863 were

ment votes and 443,555 rryere women's. He obtained many absoluto

maiorities in the provinces of Tarapac6, Antofagasta, Atacam-a, Co-

qrri*bo, O'Higgins, Curic6, Taiea, Concepci6n, Arauco, and Magal-

lines. These *t".r, who were subjected to a campaign of terror, to

bribery and to pressure, are of enormous signiffcance. It is clear that

Aflendet p"r""t trg" of the total vote-36'3 per c-ent-is superior to

that reachid by otf,ers, among them Jorge Alessandri himself in 1958,

when he only received 31.5 per cent.

It cannot be denied that they voted for social change, leaving aside

prejudices and customs, and were unaffected Uy t-" false values of the
'prJp"gard" ffnanced by the forees ,in power' They were- also con'

iro"tg; by tlyeats and pressures. Others who voted for Salvador Al-

lende form part of the best organized forces of the country, the most

conscious "id 
th" most dynamic, and their efforts arouse a profound

response in the vast maiority of the people. . . .

But the most recalcitrant enemies are not resigned and have

launched their challenge. The conspiracy makes a pretense of acquir-

ing respectability by hiding behind hollow phrases, pseudo-constitu-

tional trickery and intrigue. . . .

We are confronted by the desperate seditious maneuvers of the

ultra-reactionary sectors. Carefully weighing our words, we_ declare

that these maneuvers are part of a plan that is anti-chile and fascist.

It is the duty of patriots to remain alert in order to crush any anti-

democratic "tt""t 
by those who plot in the salons of Santiago and

in other burrows inhabited by cIA agents, fascists, politicians repu-

diated by public opinion, landowners, revanchist bankers, fanatic

youth of the "Fiducia" and rowdies in their service. They talk among

tfremselves about criminal acts, concretely about the assassination of
Salvador Allende and of various other leaders of the Left. For these

reasons we must raise to even a higher level the vigilance of the

masses, and each Chilean is in a position to watch out for and stop

the hand of the consPirators.
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the assets of the respective ffnns."
There is being spread by various mearls the threat that the popular

government will bring with it a wave of unemployment. This is an-
other gross lie. Salvador Allende and the leadership of the Unidad
Popular have said: "One of the fundamental preoccupations of the
popular government will be immediately to absorb the unemployed
and to increase jobs. For this purpose it will assure a market to in-
dustry so that it may make maximum use of its actual capacity. The
stability of the labor force will be supported.' . . .

What the New Gooernmefi Will Be

In contrast to the unpatriotic attitude of the seditionists we can

say that it is evident that the majority of the manufacturers, the mer-

chants and the farmers and even tle non-monopolist entrepreneurs
are taking a constructive position, and as they become informed about

the reality of the situation, they express their conffdence that Chile
will move forward. On the other hand the professionals and the tech-
nicians, with increasing clarity, see that the anti-imperialist changes

will open the perspective for work which they long for.
The most important feature of the victory of September 4th is its

immensely democratic character. It is our estirnate that the key para-
graphs of the Basic Program of the Unidad Popular are those that
say &e follcrrving in regard to the new government:

Through a long process of stmggle, the Chilean people have won
certain lib"rtier irrt democratic iights for whose preservation tley
must remain alert and ffght with no compromise. But power itself
has eluded them.

The popular and revolutionary forces -have 1o! united -just to
battle f-or-the replacement of one President of the Republic by
another, nor to substitute one party for ano&er + Fe government,
but to carry out fundamental changes that the plight-of tle nation
demands, on the basis of a transfer of power from the old ruling
groups to the workers, to the peasantry, an-d to the progressive
sections of the middle class of the city and the country.

Thus, the victory of the people will open $e way for the most
democratic political regime in the history of the- country. C-oncern-

ing political structure ihe Popular Government has a double task:
TJ ireserve the democratic rights and gains of the workers, deep'
enirig them and making them more efrective; and-transf-orming-the
existi;g institutions to establish a new state in which t*re workers
and the people exercise genuine power.

The Popular Government will guarantee the exercise of demo-
cratic Hb6rties and will respect the individual and social rights of
all the people. Freedom of conscience, speech, press, and assem-

La Moneda, declared to the press: 'It has been announced before-

hand that they are going to eipropriate the Savings and Loan Asso-

ciations, which they will nationJir".'This of course is a lie, like other

things lirln"s and iris cohorts say. The program of the Unidad Popular

has 
-never 

included the expropriation or nationalization of even one

Savings and Loan fusociation.
By ielephone they told each person with housing savings and each

person Uoiaing *o.tg"g"t, fiurry up and withdraw your savings and
'dirporu of yir" *o*g"gut because Allelde is goin-g to confiscate

thsm anil you will be left with nothing.'This is also a lie' As Salvador

Allende and the national leadership of the Unidacl Popular explained:

"In regard to the savings and Loin fusociations, they will be called

on to 
-fulffll their true functions under the best conditions in appli-

cation of the Program of the unidad Popular. The savings account

depositors . . . will have their rights fully guaranteed. . 
-. 

."

Attempts have been made to get those who have bank accounts to

believe ihat these will be conffscated by the Popular Government and

that they should hurry to withdraw their funds. This is another sol-

emn lie. Salvador Allende and the leadership of the Unidad Popular

state: 'The Program of the Unidad Popular plans tle nationalization

of the banla, which means a change in the administration and in
credit arrangements, precisely to benefft the depositors and larger

masses of clients who lack needed and suficient credit. The popular

government thus will strengthen the banking system. The nationali-

zation of banking activities could not in any way affect the deposits

in current accounts without which the banks t-hemselves could not

exist."
Every family living in the affiuent neighborhoods was called by

telephone to advise them that if they owned stocla they should sell

them at once, because the Popular Government would expropriate

all enterprises, leaving the stockholders in the lurch. This is another

complete lie. In the ffrst place it is certain that of the more than 4,000

corporations, only about 400 are maior enterprises, and even of these

only a smaller number will be nationalized, those which truly deter-

mine economic development. The ot-hers will remain in the area

of private or mixed property. And with respect to even those

which are nationalized, according to Salvador Allende and the com-

mand of the Unidad Popular: '"With regard to the stockholders, the
Program of the Unidad Popular states exlpressly that the rights of the
small and medium stockholders will be guaranteed. That is to say

that whatever may be the price reached as a consequence of stock
market speculations, they will be guaranteed the real value based on
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bly, the inviolability of the horne, and the rights of workers and
others to organize,'will truly reign without the stumbling blocks
now placed in their way by the ruling classes.

This is a matter of the very essence of popular government' One

could not imagine such government without its strict enforcement. In
his work '"Two Taotics" Lenin explained that "The proletariat has

taken account of the fact that political [berty is more necessary for
them than anything else." There is a dialectical and inseparable rela-

tionship between the struggle for democracy, tlre exercise of democ-

racy and the struggle for socialism.

One of the speci$c features of Chilet advance to socialism is a
multiplicity of parties. Because of tfie concrete conditions in our coun-
try we Communists have inserted into the Program of the Party and
into the reports and resolutions of our three latest national congresses,

over a twelve-year period, the plan to reach socialism by way of the
existence of several parties for an indeffnite period. We stand for a
pluralistic society and we have reiterated this for a long time. fu to
the Popular Government, "multi-partyism" is manifested in that the
various movements constituting the Unidad Popular are solidly inte-
grated in and share responsibility for such a government, also in that
outside the movement there are parties in various degrees of oppo-
sition. This political relationship which arises out of the historical
development of Chile is already being expressed in the dialogue be-
tween the Unidad Popular and the Christian Democratic Party, for
the clariffcation of the position of each.

The Christian Democratic Party, because of its signiffcant parlia-
mentary and electoral role, has its own unquestionable rights. And
we understand from this dialogue that there is not and could not bo

on the part of this party any question about the prerogatives of the
next President of the Republic or any conditions imposed on the
Unidad Popular or concessions to the blaclcrnail of "Alessandrism.'

However, the president of the Christian Democratic Party, Senator

Beniamin Prado, in a speech last Thursday, said the following: "Ihe
political forces that support the candidacy of Senor Allende are made

up, among others, of Marxist parties and in the face of this reality,
one must inevitably foresee the dangers of the transformation of the
democratic system of Chile into a regime that slowly could negate the
existence of freedom and of respect for personal human values that
characterize a pluralistic society." . . .

The Anti-Ma.trist anil Anti.-Socinlist Chorus

We understand that for various reasons ttrere are people who for-
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mulate such opinions, making the Marxists appear to be anti-demo-
cratic and t}le socialist countries to be opposed to freedom. Never-
theless, the historical reality is that where socialist revolution has

triumphed, despite the errors which have occurred, and taking into
aecount the standards and circumstances of the country where they
occurred and the national and international situation, the socialist
revolution has represented a tremendous democratic advance. By
eliminating the exploitation of man by man, it has reaffirmed funda-
mental values. Besides, the Soviet revolution freed the peoples of the
old Czarist Empire from the stravery of an absolute monarchy. It was
the Soviet Union that saved humanity from Nazi tyranny and the
Cuban Revolution that routed one of the most abject and bloody,
bestial dictatorships of Latin America. We Communists are in the
front ranks of the anti-fascist ffghters.

In regard to Chile, since Recabarren, we Communists have fought
relentlessly for liberty. If it is a question of the guarantee of democ-
racy, in the forefront are the people for whom we, the Communists,
have great meaning.

The people's liberty and the level of democracy which exist in our
country and which have made this victory possible, are not the fruit
of the activity of any one parly, but are the result of the long, hard
struggle of the working class and of all the popular forces. Therefore
no one can consider himself the exclusive guarantor of democracy.

Together! Marxi,sts, Christians anil Lag Peopl,e

The Popular Government of Chile will be multi-party. The three
great ideological currents will work together: the Marxists, the Chris-
tians, and the Masonic laity. Each one of these currents has a demo-
cratic tradition. In regard to our respect for each democratic party
and in the ffrst place for the parties and movements allied to us, and
without belittling any of them, permit us to say that we feel, as the
party of the working class, lhat we are the ones who most ffrmly stress
the complete enforcement of democratic rights for the individual and
social liberties for the people. This is because of our planned path and
perspective toward communism. Every one of these liberties has cost
the Chilean Communists and the other popular currents much blood-
shed and a great deal of effort. It is these currents that have made
the Popular Government possible and without them it could not exist.
We depend on the living presence of the masses as the major guar-
antee for success of the work of this government and the complete
fulffllment of its program.

Now, in order to defend and move this program forrvard, the pres-
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ervadon of our victory requires a style of work that the Unidad
Popular has been able to adopt without vacillation, with conffdence

in the people's forces, with organization and with discipline. What
most disturbs the schemes of the seditionists is the pattern of behavior
and the dignity with which the masses have expressed their joy and
their determination to struggle, with discipline and with a determined
will. The working class and the people are familiar with the strate-
gems of the enemy and do not fall for provocation or for false illu-
sions, keoping themselves rnobilized for combat. . . .

When in one spot or anotler there appears a sectarian position,
such as the belief that the assumption of power by the people means
pushing aside those who hold other positions, the enemy immediately
rnakes good use of such errors by magnifying them, in order to achieve
the isolation of the Unidad Popular. But what is admirable is ttrat
these examples can be counted on the ffngers of one hand. From the
North to the South, the committees of the Unidad Popular are per-
forrhing in exemplary fashion and are forging united action. We must
continue in this way, which is the style of work of the Chflean people.
We must respond afirmatively, in our daily political mass work, to
&e call formulated yesterday by Salvador Allende, when he said: 'I
call on the people to be alert, to strengthen the Unidad Popular, to
build the Unidad Popular to gigantic size, to form committees of the
Unidad Popular, to set these committees to work, and not to hold
any sectarian position in regard to those who were not with us." . . .

Tlw Entire People Uniteil to Contirute thn Fi,ghtl

The struggle today is not between those who voted for Allende
and those who voted for the other candidates, nol between the adher-
ents of socialism and those who do not share this position, but be-
tween the men and women on dre one hand who respect the electoral
results and who desire a democratic direction to be followed, and
those who, on the other hand, ffght against Chile's right to self-deter-
mination. The latter, the seditious reactionaries, are playing with ftre
and if they are not stopped they will drag the people into a civil war
with the pu4)ose of carrying on a brutal vendetta. We warn them
that we are not going to permit them to do so. Nobody may vacillate
in this hour of struggle, whatever difficulties there may be. The orga-
nized people will stop the disruption of the economy and will crush
the plot to create panic and hunger. They will save Chile and wfll
severely punish every rascal who raises his hand against our native
land.

We Communists will lead in fulffllment of these tasks-selflessly,
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in a spirit of unity, and with inexhaustible readiness for sacriffce to
serve the working class and the people. In this Plenary Session we

bear in mind with genuine pride the collective, anonymous work of
tens of thousands of Communists, inspired with our line of anti-impe-
rialist unity. We have been builders, together with our allies, of this
magniftcent wor\ where tremendous masses ioined in the struggle for
the Popular Government. . . . Going forward, the country lrrows that
we will exert every effort to be worthy as always of the unforgettab[e
Communist heroes and of our martyrs who have fallen in innu-
merable struggles.

, The line of the Communists is to unite the majority of the
country, of all the elasses and social strata which are anti-imperial-
ist and anti-oligarch/, around the working class and the worker-
peasant alliance. We seek the formation o,f a government with these

same qualities. In our judgrnent, a solid Socialist-Communist un-
derstanding is the cornerstone on which such a broad movement
and the government to whieh it gives rise must be built.

The whole Chilean experience points to the nocessity of a pop-
ular national government in which the working class, on the basis
of such an understanding holds the leading responsibilities. . . .

In order to arrive at the conquest of power there is only one
general path: that of unity, olganization, struggle, and the devel-
opment of the political consciousness of the working class and the
broadest popular masses,

We shall continue to do everything possible to reach this ob-

iective through non-military means. . . .

This is the point of departure. Once these o,bjectives are accom-
plished, it will be necessary to develop paths to socialism. Only
socialism can give us the highest tempo of economic development,
can move with the necessary speed, can substantially augment the
national income and redistribute it with speed and justice. Only
socialism can today release the productive foroes for the production
of abundance and assure the massive participation of the people
in the task of constructing a modern prosperous country. (Luis Cor-
valan, Report to the lSth Congress of the Communist Party of
Chile, October 1965. )

fi
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Banfield,
The I\ixon Model Planner

Edward C. Banffeld is Shattuck Professor of Urban Government at
Harvard; he is also chairman of President Nixon's task force on the
Model Cities Program. When a person holding such positions pro-
duces a book entitled The Unheaoenlg City: The Nature and Future of
Our Urban Crisrs (Little, Brown, Boston, 1970, 308 pp., $O.g5)-with
both Harvard and M.I.T. having, as Banffe1d writes, "supported the
undertaking generously over a considerable period"-one is compelled
to take it seriously. And it is only the surrounding circumstances of
this book, as just noted, which induce this compulsion; in itself the
work is fantastically shoddy, often simply obtuse, and generally evil
to the point of obscenity, espeoially since, like the force's taslanaster,
its demagogic piety is sickening.

The book's first paragraph assures the reader that its author is "as
well-meaning-probably even as soft-hearted-as he."'But," he bravely
goes on, "facts are facts . ."; and the last sentence in the book in-
vokes the same image of this soft-hearted scholar hoping against hope
'lthat facts, rational analysis and deliberation about the public inter-
6s1"-presumably to which the reader has just been treated-rnay im-
prove "both opinion and policy."

Philosophically, Banffeld's book is idealist; that is, consciousness is
primary while social reality is derived therefrom. Sociologically, the
work is static; that is, its orientation assumes the propriety and per-
manence of present structural arrangements. Economically, Banffeld
postulates eighteenth-century laissez-faire concepts-such as an un-
fettered supply-and-demand market. Politically, his position is about
that of Metternich-or Nixon-Agnew. The concoction as a whole is
undiluted Social Darwinism, founded on concepts of innately and
immutably depraved or degraded condition of what Banffeld calls "the
lower class" (the choice of word depending upon whether one's stance
is religious, as with Jonathan Edwards, or secular as with George
Fitzhugh).

As for the characterization of Banffeld's 'lower class," American

3a
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literature-aside from the lunatic Right fringe-has not seen the like
since Professor Thomas R. Dew "explained" the necessity for slavery
in 1832. This lower class, Banfteld guesses, numbers perhaps thirty-
ffve million Americans, of whom fffteen millions are concentrated in
various metropolitan centers. To the degree that the "urban crisis"
exists-and forms part of the title of his book ( and one of the themes
of the book is that there really is not much of a crisis)-its cause lies
in the existence of this '1ower class" whose nature is described in the
following manner:

... feeble, attentuated sense of self . . . suffers from feelings of self-
contempt and inadequacy . . . suspicious and hostile, aggressive
yet dependent . . . no attachment to community, neighbors, or
friends (p. 53).

. . .lives in the slum and sees little or no reason to complain . . . does
not care how dirty and dilapidated his housing is . . . nor does
he mind the inadequacy of such public facilities as schools, parks
and libraries . . . features that make the slum repellent to others
actually please him (p. 62).

... work only intermittently even if job opportunities are good. Pro-
viding for a future, even,a week or two, is not part of their cul-
ture (p.112).

. . . prefers near-destitution without work to abundance with it
(p.122).

. . . the morality of lower-class culture is preconventional, which
means that the individuafs actions are influenced not by con-
science but only by a sense of what he can get away with
(p. 163).

. . . an outlook and style of life . . . which therefore attaches no value
to work, sacriffce, self-improvement, or service to family, friends
or community (p. 211).

As Robert A. Dentler, director of the Center of Urban Education
at Columbia, and Professor of Sociology at its Teachers' College, has
written in an incisive review of Banfteldo: "Although I am a somewhat
raw empiricist of an urban sociologist who continues to go about meet-
ing and measuring people in cities, I confess that I have never met the
people characterized by Banffeld, except in books and monographs
written by other social scientists."

The horror here is two-fold, and which of the two is worse is difficult
to decide. It is not only that Banffeld so describes thirty-ftve million
men, 'nr'omen and ehildren in the United States; it is also 'that he holds
that these alleged characteristics of the "lower class" are induced

* Chri.stionitg & Crisis, October 19, 19?0.
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from within, not from without. That is, the source is psychological and
individual, not social and collective; hence, where poverty exists it
exists because there are poverty-prone peoplel It is the poor who
create poverty; it is their psychological condition (described above)
which is anterior to the social conditions in which they exist and whlch
are the central s,ource creating those conditions!

Since Banffeld commences his book, as we have noted, with a touch-
ing appeal that he not be understood or iudged too harshly and since
deep in the bookt text he reverts to this with the plaintive note that
there is, of course, no arguing with a reader who is determined to
mistake onet meaning" (p. 212), we will quote Banffeld himself as to
this particular meaning, which is at the nub of his thesis.

He writes that, to use Oscar Lewis' term, there is a "culfure of pov-
erty"; "but that poverty is its efiect rather than its cause. . . . Extreme
present-orientedness (by which construct Banffeld defines what he
calls "the lower class"-H.A.), not lack of income or wealth is the
principal cause of poverty in the sense of the culture of poverty."'
(P.125.)

Again, "Lower-class poverty, by contrast, is 'inwardly' caused (by
psychological inability to provide for the future, and all that this in-
abflity implies-H.A.). Improvements in extemal circumstances can
afiect this poverty only superffcially . . ." (p. 126).

. . . no matter how able, dedicated, and hardworking the teachers,
no matter how ample the faeilities of the school or how well-de-
signed its curriculum, no matter how free the atmosphere of the
school from racial or other preiudice, the performance of pupils at
the lower end of the class-cultural scale will always fall short not
only of pupils at the upper end of the scale, but also of what is
necess€uy to make them educated workers (p. 1a2).

Hence programmatically one must face up to the fact that insofar as

the urban crisis consists of the conditions endured by the "].ower class'
and insofar as those conditions come about because of the nature of
that "class" "the policymaker usually must take certain cultural and
psychological traits as given" (p. 159). What those traits are we have
already seen and we have noted that they are immutable-or appear
to be. Therefore, any remedial program that is tinged with concepts
of 'tervice" or is "altruistic" (p. 249) can only be harmful. One of the
difficulties reality-minded policymakers in this country face, is that
so many of its people are aflicted with a belief in human equality,
with a sympathy for the oppressed (so-called), with indignation at
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the oppressor (so-called), with a belief in human improvement or

"u"r, i"rf""tibility. Because of these mistaken notions, one often gets

wrorr!-headed formulations : "for example, poverty as 
-lack 

of 
. 
income

and iraterial resources (something external to the individual) rather

than as inability or unwillingness to take account of the future or to

control impulses (something internal)' (f. 250).*
Using Binffeld's assumptions, then,'what can be done?" (to quote

the tit[ of one of his chapters) comes down to-not very much. It is

tme that as this chapter commenced Banffeld urged his reader not to

oreiudse his arqument nor to assume that it 'will be used to iustify a

irogr";, of inaiion.' Rather, he wrote, 'ttre reader is advised to wait

irrir""." So, this reader dutifully waited; alas, however, on page 239

he read, "the range of feasible measures for dealing with the- s-erious

problems of the &ies is much narrdtver than one might &ink." Fur-

ih"r*or", one ffnds'that within this range hardly any of,the measures

are acceptable"-in a practical, i.e., political sense. That does not leave

one with'much, but then when one is faced by a '1ower class" whose

attributes create the very problems to be remedied, the range of

feasible proposals-not to speak of acceptable ones-cannot be too

wide. Foi iistance, "giving iower-class persons teally good' jobs" is

not a feasible way of-inauiing them to change their style-of lile, be-

cause that .tr"ry r'tyl" of life makes it impossible to give them teally
good" iobs" (p. UZ1.oo" 

So, 
.ith"r" iilto*r 

" 
list of measures that might well be re_garded as

feasille . . . the list is rather short . . . it hardly begins to solve any of

the problems that have been under discussion." Indeed, writes the

authL with modesty: *Even if all the recommendations were carried

out to the full, the urban situation would not be fundamentally im-

proved" (p, %4. Note, however, that if the author came to any other

ia"a of 
"irr"Ioriorrr 

he would have falsiffed his analysis; hence, the

modesty of the program is required and f-or Banffeld is conffrmatory-

however *pl"*ir* it may G for 'the lower class" and "altruistic'l

- . s""Saa puts forth his book as something daring and .:ylbly 
-?dgT.lt

actuafi' of &or.", its essentials are as old -as ideology servicing class-di-

"id"a 
s"o"iuti"s. For an almost exact precursor of Banfield, for instance, see

'ilriiir; Gr;ham Sumner's book, Whtt So'iol Classes Owe Eaclt Other'
published in 1883.- -** ih;i is to say, one faces a dilemma-an insoluble problem._ Beaders will
be reminded of Gonnar Myrdal's An Ametdcan Dilemma; while the stance

"i tfrir book was liberal arid Banfleld's is conservative, they,have mrrch in
."*-""r-iiiilosophical idealism, the heart o_f the "problem" lay in the cul-
t i.. ,"d itvle oi Black people, a certain Social Darwinism, intensive psy-

"irotogirins'unil 
in6ividuaiizing of basically _social questions-all of which

th; p;;""i writer pointed out at the time in his The Negro People in Amer-

ico (New York, 1946).
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Here is Banffeldls program (pp.24*%,6)t
1) Avoid all rhetoric holding out high expectations of resorving the

urban crisis or any of its aspects.
2) Do not infer-let alone affirm-that society is responsible for an

individualn problems (Banffeld never gets beyond even hinting that
prthinq but a classles_s 'tociety" or "city' can possibly be responsibre
for anything; i.e., a class analysis in the Marxian sense is i.ou, ,o
much as whispered, even if only to be denied).

3) Try to reduce unemployment by eliminating all minimum-wage
laws and by repealing all laws which give trade .rrriors ..monopolistic,,

powers-i.e., like the closed shop.
4) Dont overpay in government jobs.
5) "Cease harassing private employers who ofier low wages and un-

attractive (but not unsafe) working conditions to workers whose alter-
native is unemployment."

6) Eliminate childJabor laws and cut compulsory education from
12 years to 9 years.

7) Encourage-"perhaps even require"-those who are ..unable or
unwilling" to complete college to take some full-time job or to enter
military seryice.

8) Change "poverty" deffnitions from those which encompass rela-
tive standards of living to a "ffxed standard" (ftxed by '6r5e6f1erhaps
Professor Banffeld?).

9) "Encourage (or require)" those who fall into that .'ffxed 
stand-

ard" to live'in an institution or semi-institution (for example, a close-
ly-supervised public housing project)"-(by whom-proiessor Ban-
ffeld?).

10) Institute vigorous birth control measures for the "incompetent
poor" and send their children to public nurseries.

_ 11) Intensify police control and speciffcally "permit the police to
ttop and frisk" and to make misdemeanor arrests on probabli cause."

12) Speed up trials and the punishment process.
13) 'Abridge to an appropriate degree the freedom of those who

in the opinion of a court are extremely likely to commit violent crimes."
14) Make it perfectly clear in advance t-hat 'those who incite to riot

will be severely punished."
15) "Prohibit livd television coverage of riots and incidents likely

to provoke them."
Proposal number 13-on abridging the liberty of those "prone. to
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commit crimes-is spelled out in considerable detail. Banffeld urges

"abridging the individuafs freedom in a degree that corresponds to

tt e e*f""ted costs in crime to society of his being free (that is, to the

probability of his committing crimes times a measure of their serious-

iess)" (pp. 182-183). Thus, "a boy with a 0.5 probability"w-ould suf-

fer an abridgement less onerous than one with a 0.9 probability. This

might *"rr, *" are told, keeping in touch with a probation o{ff-cer on

a regular basis; observing a 10 p.m. curfew; being prohibited from

possessing ffrearms or an automobile; being subject to search at any

iime; being sequestered in a small town; being conffned to "a penal

village" where visitors might come at stated times but which the sub-

ject might not leave. All this, the reader is to understand, is to be

ihe lot not of people convicted of anything at all but rather of people

held to be prone towards criminality or of whom a high probability
of criminal conduct may be expected. (Expected by whom; under
what conditions; how is probability measured; how does one discover
'proneness" toward crime; who defines crime; etc.-all such questions

are not even raised by Professor Banfteld.)
All this inspires me to put forward my own feasible-and perhaps

even acceptable-program. A11 professors who demonstrate a proneness

towards writing such misanthropic books as this by Banffeld, or who
demonstrate the probability of such criminal behavior are to suffer
punishment in accordance with the following scale: 0'5 probability: to
ropair telephones for the wife of the Attorney-General of the United
States so long as she lives; 0.7 probabilityr to genuflect before the per-

son of ]. Edgar Hoover three times daily prior to each meal; 0.9
probabilityr to explain the merits of the Banfteld program to a 'lower-
class" audience in Harlem twice a week for one year.

Banfteld, in introducing his program, himself remarked'that many
of the items . . . are not 'constructive'-that is, they call for not doing
sometlring. . ." (p. ?,M). One reason for this is-by Banffeld's own
account-that what hitherto has been done by way of attacking prob-
lems of housing, income distribution, etc., has tended not to eliminate
existing urban problems but to exacerbate them. Let us follow him as

he elucidates this.
"At present," he writes, for example, 'lthe cities are in effect going

out of their way to place obstacles in the paths of those who might
offer the public better transportation" (p. 9). But he never even
asks, whE?

Again, he notes that when mayors declare, as they so often do, that
their cities must have federal and state ffnancial aid, they really mean
that important taxpayers in the city *would rather go without the im-
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provement than pay for it themselves," but again he never xks, why?
"Strange as it may seem," he also writes (p. 14), 'the mammoth

programs to aid the cities are directed mainly toward the problems of
comfort, convenienee, amenity, and business advantage. Insofar as
they have any effect on the serious problems, it is, on the whole, to
aggravate them." Since this "seems strange" one would suppose an
author would attempt for the benefft of his readers some explanation,
but once again Banffeld does not pose tlre question, ulg?

Referring to appropriations for transportation and housing, he notes
that these account for about g0 per cent of all federal government ex-
penditure 'Tor the improvement of cities." He adds, however, that
'heither is intended to deal with the serious problems. Both make them
worse" (p. 1 ).Once again, a perhaps pazzled reader is ofiered no
help as to uhy?

Although the Federal Housing Authority and the Veterans Adminis-
tration programs were certainly projected as being concerned with
resolving signiffcant urban problems, Banffeld writes that these "pro-
grams have subsidized the movement of the white middle class out of
the central cities and older suburbs while at the same time penalizing
investment in the rehabilitation of the mn-down neighborhoods of.
these older cities" (p. 15). Paradoxical, apparently; but again, the
housing policies but, in fact, Banffeld observes: "Urban renewal has
also turned out to be mainly for the advantage of the well-ofi, indeed,
of the rich, and to do the poor more harm than goort" (p. 16). Con-
tradictory, it would appear; but Banffeld never whispers, whEP

In fact, the Urban Renewal Agency, as of lg65, had spent three bil-
lion dollars but it had thereby only iucceeded in materlafly reducing
the supply of low-cost housing in American cities" (p. 16). Fantastic,
you say; perhaps, but Banffeld does not tnquire, uhgP

The existence of poverty in rural areas and the ivorsening of con-
ditions there obviously are related to the problems within cities for
they help account for the continued city-ward movement of impov-
erished people. But, as Banffeld notes (p. l7), Professor Theo-dore
Schultz* of the University of Michigan has called attention to the
fact that the policies and programs of the Department of Agriculture
"do not improve the schooling of farm children, they do not reduce the
author does not ask uhgP

The plan for 'urban renewal" was heralded far and wide as aimed
at solving the human problems created by slums and by discriminatory

_-*-Theodore Schultz, Eoonomic Crieis in Worlil Agrioulture, Ann Arbor,
1965, p. 94.
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inequalities in personal distribution of wealth and income, they do not
remove the causes of poverty in agriculture, nor do they alleviate it.
On the contrary they worsen the personal distribution of income with-
in agriculture." Once again, such data fairly scream the question, alg?
But, again, Banfteld does not pose it.

How shall one account for such continued and-necessarily-deliber-
ate abstention on the part of Professor Ban0eld? There are, I believe,
two aspects to the answerr 1) The data cited above demonstrate the
class character of the U.S. social'order and the anti-colored, anti-poor,
pro-rich bias in the administration and enactment of law by the U.S.

government and local governments. 2) Given the above data and ex-

plaining them would make the program urged by Banfteld-and sum-

marized above-absurd, in terms of having any possible impact upon
urban problems, since Banffeld leaves the implementation of his pro-
gram in the hands of that class and that govemment which has in fact
done what his own book affirms they have done.

Logic compels one to concludg therefore, that Banfields program
is not one aimed at resolving urban problems-even with the very
modest limits he imposed upon himself-but that it is, on tlle contrary,
a program for repression and intensiffed oppression. It is a program
which reiects the liberal orientation of a bourgeois state and replaces

it with a reactionary orientation; it is a program of blood and iron. In
the second half of the twentieth century and in the United States-
with its intensely monopolistic structure and its imperialist essence-
this means it is a program preparing the way for fascism.

A program preparing the way for fascism must be one whose ideol-
ogy is anti-human, whose ideology explicitly reiects the postulates of
Enlightment and the Age of Reason, whose ideology produces con-
cepts of (Jntermenschen and, Uebermensckwn. The programmatic logic
of such an ideology serving such a system and class is not merely pre-
ventive .arrest and'ho-knocx- laws and "stop-and-frisx"' provisions and
the emasculating of trade unions; the programmatic logic of such an
ideology is in the United States what it was wherever fascism came
into being-mass slaughter in institutionalized form. Projecting this,
apparently, is not (yet) either feasible or acceptable; but a few more
bools like this one from Banffeld and a few more heads of state like
Nixon-Agnew and a few more incursions" like that against Cambodia,
and the ovens here will be working overtime.

In a certain sense, Banff"td, o"i*, while deep and pervasive is, as

it were, almost pre-capitalist in some of its quality. That is, one of his
main points is that the problems of cities arise from deffciencies in
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elass, rather than race; deffciencies, that is, in the poor as such. The
poor are poor because they are no good; that is, they are "lower-class"
aurtd thereforo belong to the lower class.

It happens, says Banffeld-iust happens-that many of the urban
'lower-class" in the United States are Black and they think that they
are subject to special oppression because of racism, and they are en-
couraged in so thinking by professional organizers whose careers de-
pend on the continuation of such thinking, but in reality their condition
stems from class considerations. And what Banffeld means by the latter
is not thattheir condition stems from the fact that they are overwhelm-
ingly of the working class but rather that they are of the '1ower class"
psychologically-with the attributes which we enumerated earlier in
this essay-and that therefore they cannot be anything other than more
or less impoverished.

Banffeld explicitly denies holding to a genetic concept explaining
'inferiority"- although he does refer with marked respect to the work
of Arthur Jensen, who does hold to such a concept. He insists, how-
ever, on a Social Darwinist approach and in this connection afirms the
conditioning impact of slavery and peonage in inducing a kind of
"Sambo," very much as does the school of Tannenbaum-Elkins-Geno-
vese. Jensen's work is contrary to all serious psychological and anthro-
pological ffndings of the past thirty-ffve years and the "sambo" version
of U. B. Phfllips has as much validity to it as the Streicher-Goebbels
version of the "Jew."

Banfteld actually writes of Black people possessing "animal'spirits;
he refers repeatedly to their living in "enclaves"-as though he were
writing of zoos. And his explanation of the ghetto outbreaks of the
1960t is, quite literally, as the title of his chapter on this reads: "Riot-
ing Mainly For Fun and Proftt." Such obscenities are beneath discus-
sion; I only call attention to them and note that their author is a pro-
fessor at Harvard and heads the Model Cities Program of the Presi-
dent of t}e United States !

Factually, something may be said as to the reality of the impact of
racist discrimination on dre socio-economic position of the Afro-Ameri-
can people. Data conffrming this in numerous categories are perfectly
available and well lanown in all professional circles. Thus, Lester
C. Thurow, in a study published in 1969 by The Brookings Institution
in Washington (Pooertg and Discrimination), commences: "Both qual-
itative and quantitative investigations of poverty reveal that racial
discrimination is an important factor" and, "Insofar as Negroes are
concentrated at the lower end of the distribution they are victims of
economic discrimination" (pp. l, 3).
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Detailed studies have demonstrated that Black and white workers

similarly employed and in similar areas receive signiffcantly_different
pay; thus (ai oi lg5g) the difierence in favor of white workers who

ivere bakers was 28 per cent; carpenters, 46 per cent; elevator opera-

tors, 10 per cent; welders, 13 per cent; automobile mechanics, 27 per

cent; tinsmiths, 15 per cent; etc.*
Other studies have shown that Black and white people with similar

education had sharply dissimilar incomes; thus, Black People who were

elementary school giaduates had earnings which were 6([ per cent of

whites *ith th"t level of education; 60 per cent if both were high

school graduates and 50 per cent if both were college graduates. Pro-

fessor iaul M. Siegel, in Sociologi'cal lnquitg (Winter, 1965, VoL 35,

No. 1) distinguished between difierences in Black and white earnings

in terms of those possibly accountable on the basis of regional or oc-

cupational differences and those accountable only on the_basis of

,"iir* and found the latter to explain almost 40 per cent of the dif-
ferential that does exist.**

The plain fact that, as the Brookings study said, 'iacial- discrimina-

tion is in important factor" in the special exploitation of Black people,

is indubitable; that its denial is basic to the theme of Banfteld's book

is another illustration of the shoddiness and viciousness which char-

acterize it. But in a book which opens and closes with an appeal that
.'facts" must be faced, this contempt for basic and signiffcant facts is

especially reprehensible.
Again, to face up to this reality undercuts the premise of the Ban-

ffeld study and derionstrates the existence of socially-induced iniustice

and exploitation; that demonstration in tum makes imperative an en-

tirely difierent set of priorities, Programs and aims.

It is to move the argument ao *Jrr"r" it belongs. As the reviewer of

Banfteld's work for the Catholic weekly, Commonweal, wrote: "Ihe
argument is no longer between Banffeld's conseryatism and the do-

* R. Fein, ,,An Esonornic and social Profile of the American Negro," in
t. purso"s *d K. B. Clark, ed,s., The Negro Arneri,can (Beaeon Press, Bos-

ton, 1966), PP. 102-133.
** The litera,ture is extensive. In addition to that cited above, see: Thornas

F. Maver. ,,The Position and Progress of Black America" in Radical Dfurca'
it i-p"rtba, e""-erlor, 1968; R. Raymond, in Western Economic Journal,
fftrr.fr, isog (YtrI, pp. ai-lo'l;'E. Rayack in Reo'i.ew of Economi'c Stat:i'stias,

Mav i961 (Lxm: 'ip. zos-ziq; R' b. Weiss, in Reoieu of Econornics and
iiii*ti- vtii- rsfo'fl-ll' pp' r'sb-rss) and, in particular, L' L' Knowles and

f.-i."*iti Jti.." tn"t*uAirnhl Racisn in lmerlcG (Prentice Hall Englewood

Clifis, N, J., f970).
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gooders. . . . It is between his stand and those who reiect the conffnes
of capitalism, who look to socialist models, That's where itt at now
in New York City, Chicago, San Francisco, Washington, D.C. and, yes,
even in Mather's Boston."*

We feel impelled to ofier a few ffnal words on Banffeld's method-
ology. This includes not only a contempt for data, as we have shown;
not only the embracing of discredited work, as that of Jensen i* psy-
chology and Phillipsian work in history; not only tlle proiecting of key
terms never deffned-as "criminality'' (whose and ascertained by
whom?), and 'proneness to commit crime- (how determined, how
deffned, how measured?). It includes a passage which afirms in so
many words that the author's central concepts are highly dubious to
himself.

As one approaches the end of this work-based, remembel, on the
concept that the psychological nature of the 'lower class," its present-
mindendess, causes their being of the 'lower class"-one reads this
passage:

Statements about the r_elative impo-rtance of one or another type
of present-mindeness in the city should be regarded as highly pro-
visional. It rnay turn out that the lower class that has figured so
largely in this book does not exist ( that whatever present-oriented-
ness exists is neither culfural in origin nor cognitive in nature) or
that it exists among so few persons as to be intonsequential. More-
over, no matter what tests show, time may tell a different story.
Powerful opporfunities and incentives may over two or three gen-
erations produce changes that theory and observation now deJlare
to be impossible. (P. 22S.)

Further, not only does the airthor tell us on page 2ZJ that the foun-
dation for his preceding pages perhaps "does,not exist:'; he also tells
us on page 233 that at least haU of the population that are .lower
class" in his concocted deffnition of that term "very often behave in
ways that are not characteristic of that elass"-having reference to the
women of the "Lower class,'Surely there has never been another boo\
with pretensions to scientiffc effort, which affirms that the base of its
p_remises perhaps does not exist and that for half the people whose
alleged characteristics constitute that base they do not existl

Appropriately, this precedent-shattering example of scientiffc endea-

- * _!,uth Beinart, Com.rnonweal, September 18, 1gTO, p. 467; Miss Beinhart
is editor of. Tenant Neue, published in New y6rk Citf.
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vor belongs to one of the chief advisors for President Nixon. Let it be

added that the confessed tenuousness of the argument does not lead

its creator to be tentative about the program he projects' One may be

certain that with the encouragement of Mitchefs Department of what

i, *rrr"lloosly called Justice and Hoover's FBI and Agnewt patho-

iogUf fr"tr"dif scholars and Nixont paranoid contempt for people of

p-Jnciple there will be-there already has been-nothing tentative

iiorrt^tfr" .ttop-and-frisk' and the sLoot-ffrst, whitewashJater and

the preventive-arrest policies of Professor Banffe1dt employers'

Tlie worx*s shoddinlss does not make it irnport less serious. On the

contrary, the Banffelds and their bosses lnow well what they are pro-

iecting. ihrrr, or. author is worried because 'disaffected people who

iir" irihrrg" enclaves may develop a collective consciousness and sense

oi id"rruti.- He admits that there may be something desirable in this,

but:

In the short run, however, they represent a threat to peace and

ora"r, ,rd it must 6e admitted that eien in the long *1t]l" accom-

*oa"iio" that takes place may produce a po-lilics t!1t is less demo-

;;ii;,-i"r" mindful 6f irdirid,rit rights, and less able to act effec-

tiu"fy'i" the common interest than that which we have now' (p' 12' )

That long-rs11 "ascomodation' is called fascism; to prevent it, all

of us "low-"class" people must enhance our tollective consciousness"

and our 'tense of iaenUti so that the domestic disaster and the inter-

national catastrophe, which will flow from the programs o,f neode like

Professor Banffeld and those for whom he concocts his theories, may

be prevented.

November 2, Lg70

Coming:
The larrua.y 1971 issue will feature an article by Gus 

-Hall 
on

the 1g70 eledtions. Also, this issue, Volume 50, Number 1, marls

the opening of the Soth year of continous publication oi a Marxist-

l,eniriist nionthly magazine in the United States. The occasion

will be noted with an article on the origins and early history of

the magazine.
The February issue will contain articles marking--Blat E*ooy

Month, also the 90th anniversary of the birth of William Z. Foster,

for many years chairman of the Communist Patty.
The March issue will be a special number on the subject of

women's liberation. Details will be announced later.
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results for the whole world. There-
fore, it must be clear that any
projected military solution to this
problem will never really solve it
and will project an even more dan-
gerous future for the whole of
the human race. Conflagration in
this area must be seen as infinitely
more dangerous than even Viet-
nam, since it is exactly at this
point that the American Sixth
Fleet and the Russian navy meet.
fndeed, when the Israelis extended
their bombing to the very heart-
land of Egypt, this left no other
course of action for Moscow than
to take a direct hand in the de-
fense of Eeypt. It was truly an
Israeli-induced escalation whieh
called for a Russian response
which, in this vicious circle of
violence, now calls for additional
F105 fighter planes from the U.S.
to be sold to Israel.

There are more than enough in-
justices for all parties eoncerned.
The American press commentatorg
have been almost obscene in por-
traying fsrael as an innocent litfle
nation, threatened by big thugs
as neighbors, as if Israel has
been guilty of no wrong. yet,
with the growing violenee since
the June 1967 war, particularly
on the part of l-srae\ the con-

Thouqhts 0r the Middle East [onflict
The following are some thoughts

related to the article by Hyman
Lumer ("The Middle East: War
or Peace," Politi,cal Affairs, May
1e70).

It does Iittle good for Golda
Meir to be saying inflammatory
things such as ,,There is no one
to return the occupied territories
to." Unfortunately, Israel foreign
policy is presently predicated on
precisely such presuppositions.
The viciousness of this policy-in-
stigated and encouraged by the
guilt-ridden Western nations at
the UN in 7947-was a flat denial
that there already existed an or-
ganized people, a cultural pales-
tinian entity, before 7g47, who
were simply expropriated by the
fiat of the UN in the very crea-
tion of the State of Israel. It is
this fact, continually denied by
Israel and hotly contested by
Arabs, that forms the very nu-
cleus of both the poliey and moral
problem presently obtaining in the
Near East today" Unless this
reality can be faeed by all (Israeli
foreign policy is geared preeisely
to deny this), then there can be
no peaceful solution in that area.

Such a situation, of course, will
also mean the intervention of the
super-powers, with uuforegeeable

10
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scienee of the {rab world has
been awakened. In the words of
Kennett Love, in his impressive
book, Suez: The Twice-Fought
War (McGraw-Hill, New York,
1969) :

Just as the fact of the Jews in the
Nazi holocaust Judaized the con-
science of the Western World and
made possible the Zionist establish-
ment of Israel, so the dispossession,
dispersion and the suferings of the
Palestinians at the hands of the
Jews Palestinized the conscience of
the Arab world . . . and is begin-
ning to Palestinize the conscience
of more than the Arab world.

***
It is simply a fact that the

very creation of the state of Israel
by the British was accomplished
by the expropriation, with or
without compensation (mostly
without) of hundreds of thousands
of innocent Palestinians. Before
1947, 95 per cent of present-day
fsrael was owned by Arabs. Cer-
tainly no group of people can
be expeeted to sit idly by while
another confiscates its ]and and
forces it to live for years in refu-
gee camps.

No civilized nation would per-
mit it, and yet the American press
can hypocritically sit back and
simply condemn the Arabs as

"aggressors" urhsn-in their own
way-they are simply trying to
recoyer what was rightfully theirs
This makes a great stumbling
block for Ameriean liberals. Any
criticism of the State of Israel
seems like treason to the six mil-
lion Jews murdered by the Nazis
while these liberals were mostly
silent. Every criticism of Israeli
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policy now is met with the charge
of anti-Semitism, so that one fears
and hesitates to make such criti-
cism.

But past injustices done to a
people do not justify present in-
justices done to other peoples. The
whole idea of bringing Zt/z million
Jewish immigrants to Israel, and
thereby displacing Arabs from
their lands and homes whieh they
occupied for over 1,000 years,
seems to be morally problematic
indeed, no matter what partition
the UN enacted back in 1947. This
is not to mention the incipient
settlement by Jewish setUers on
the occupied territories taken
from the Arabs in the June, 1967
war. There is a vicious circle
there. Israel must defend her bor-
ders, so she must extend her terri-
tory by settlement which further
necessitates more safe zones.

We have long ago ceased be-
Iieving that just because a deci-
sion has majority approval, it
becomes eo i,pso moral as well. At
least this is unacceptable to Chris-
tian morality and justice. The
fact remains that in order for a
Jewish state to be established, a
whole Arab community had to be
displaced and most of its residents
scattered into squalid shanty
towns of hate and hopelessness.
Nor can the argument be made
moral or correct by saying that
these people have been held in
such squalor by the implacable
hatred and illusion of their Arab
leaders. This might well be true,
but it still does not eliminate the
act of injustice done initially to
these people by Jews and the great
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powers under a great sense of
guilt with respect to the Nazi
holocaust.

Nor must it be forgotten that
although Israel vigorously attacks
the UN, it never allowed UN
peacekeeping troops on its soil, but
only on that of the Arabs.

*,rT*
In the U.S., the propaganda has

been heavily for the Israelis with-
out examining the root of this
festering injustice. Of all the
great powers, only France has
been the most consistent: She
broke with Israel as the first
party actually to begin hostilities
in June, 1967.

This is understandable since
any criticism of Israel is taken
to be a latent form of anti-Semi-
tism. Yet it must be said clearly
that the same canons of justice
are applicable to Israel as to any
other nation and she must be
judged by the same standards as
we judge ourselves.

This becomes very clear in the
case of terrorism on both sides.
El Fatah of the Arabs has carried
out some egregious raids on
border settlements of Jews and
against civilian life and air-
craft in Athens and Jerusalem
as well as tragic attacks on school
children. Yet when the Israelis
destroyed the aircraft in Leb-
anon, by invading that country,
this was done with official govern-
ment sanction. One can indeed
doubt the moral correctness in in-
ternational Iaw of one nation
officially sanctioning and carrying
out terror raids (Lebanon,
Czechoslovakia, Cambodia) asr
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against acts by an unofficial group
of men operating clandestinely.
To disregard such canons of inter-
national law is to endanger the
peace of the whole world and not
simply that of the Middle East.

The creation of El Fatah is a
response to this total lack of con-
fidence in other nations recogniz-
ing the right of existence of the
entity called the Palestinian com-
munity. It is ironic that it is now
El Fatah which employs the same
tactics of terror which various
Jewish groups (Irgun and the
Stern CanC) applied against
Arabs during the British occupa-
tion. The only difference is that
today the Arabs are called "terror-
ists" in the Western press (the
Arabs call them "freedom
fighters," of course).

The response of the Israelis has
been greater violence, administra-
tive detention without trial, tor-
ture of prisoners, destruction of
eivilian homes, bombing of vil-
lages, curfews of a most restric-
tive nature, etc. Even the Amnesty
International had to admit that
its finding disclosed "prima facie
evidence of serious maltreatment
of Arab prisoners under interro-
gation in Israel." (One recalls
the massacre of Deir Yassin in
1948 with photos of mutilated
bodies of women and children with
the caption "This is what awaits
you if you do not run away.,,)

On the other hand, what is dis-
turbing is the total intransigence
of Arab Ieaders who refuse even'
to discuss these matters with the
Jews who in fact are presenfly
in Palestine, .particularly with
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those fsraelis who are most open
to such discussions. The intransi-
gence is also on the Israeli side, as
witness the recent rebuff given
to Nahum Goldmann, head of the
World Jewish Congress, on his
peace mission to Nasser.

Nor can we overlook the forms
of the conflict. Terrorism is con-
demnable by any standard what-
soever whether perpetrated by
Jew or Arab. Yet, retaliation by
Israel has to be branded as simply
outrageous from a moral point of
view. In response to guerilla raids,
whole towns are bombed, shelled
and raked with machine gun fire
in Jordan by the Israelis. This
is simply resorting to officially
sanctioned total war against
civilian and guerilla alike and, as
sueh must be condemned by any
religious or humanistic thinker.

When the Americans in Viet-
nam use napalm, its use is con-
demned by bhe "liberal" press in
no uncertain terms as a "cruel
weapon"; when it is usetl by the
Israelis against Jordanian towns,
it becomes "self defense." or we
are greeted by silence from these
same "Iiberal" sources. There
cannot be two standards, one for
the Israelis and another for the
Americans.

We see sueh hypocrisy in for-
mer Senator Wayne Morse who
almost daily called for a nego-
tiated settlement in Vietnam but
who, just before the six day war
in 1967, wanted to send an Ameri-
can battleship up the eoast of
Aqaba, blasting everything that
got in its way. The blindness of
the liberals is evideut for all to

see.
***

Nor have the Arabs been with-
out fault in the struggle. The
threats to the very existence of
fsrael have been frequent and fer-
vent; the deliberate fomenting of
refugee frustration by doing noth-
ing has been all but shameless
politicking; the many terroristic
attacks on fsraeli territory, cul-
minating in the closing to Israeli
shipping of the Suez Canal and
the Straits of Tiran, have posed
a direet threat to the very via-
bility of the state of Israel. There
are few-including the Russians

-who want to see fsrael ,'thrown
into the sea."

Does the compassion we feel for
the Jews and the admiration we
feel for fsrael mean we must
harden our hearts against those
Arabs who have truly been victim-
ized by the creation of the State
of Israel? Are not these dispos-
sessed people also human beings,
with all the rights of human
beings? Do we justify Arab refu-
gee camps by reference to
Dachau? This is a strange sense
of justice.

First of all, it must be stated
that in human justice the state
of Israel has a perfect right to a
viable existence even though many
of us have doubts as to the justice
of the origins of Israel as a sep-
arate Jewish state. Yet, 2L/2 mil-
lion Jews are presently in Israel
ancl we cannot pretend that they
do not exist. f say "viable,, since
this implies the means necessary
for a healthy economic, social and
political life. This certainly im-

t9
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plies freedom of the high seas
(Suez, Aqaba), freedom from all
acts of terrorism (Athens, Jeru-
salem) and, most important,
recognition of this right by her
Arab neighbors. This is hard to
say for some Arabs but it must
be said in the interests of peace,
for there can be no peace at the
price of genocide.

There is, howeve& another ur-
gent problem which must be faced
by the state of Israel if it wishes
to have true peace and tranquility
with its neighbors. ft must at-
tempt as a gesture of good will
to solve the problem of the 1.3
million refugees who have been di-
rectly expatriated from their
homes. It must be clearly stated
that from the natural law, these
refugees too have a right to exist
and possess their own homes and
Iands in the place of their birth
which their fathers, and their
fathers before them, bequeathed
to them. They have a right to do
this as first class citizens in the
State of Israel.

This, of course, implies a great
risk on the part of Israel as the
Jews are afraid that if they make
both the Arabs presently in Israel
and those who for one reason or
another have been expatriated,
full eitizens, Arabs will in turn
be a sort of fifth column in the
midst of the state. They fear that
in time they will actually numer-
ically outnumber Jews because of
their higher birth rate. The
Israeli fear is that, once again,
Jews will become an ethnic minor-
ity, subjected to others for their
political life.
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This is a legitimate fear and
risk but one which fsrael must
be willing to undertake as a ne-
cessary first step in the direction
of a new fraternity in the Near
East. The state quo, state must
beeome secular in nature, a state
whose only requirement before the
Iaw is that the person is a citizen.

*rT*
It is at this crucial point that

we meet the greatest difficulty.
fsraelis today are absolutely
agreed on one thing: the State
of fsrael must remain Jewish,
that is, it is based on a racial
determination. Minority groups
(Arabs) will be allowed to Iive
within Israel but always as a
minority group within the frame-
work of Jewish racialism. We can
see this clearly today in Israel
where Jew may not marry non-
Jew and where all non-Jews are
clearly made to understand. that
they are and will be treated as
second-class citizens.

It is an exclusive society. fn
the words of David Ben Gurion
to an Israeli Arab: .,you must
know that fsrael is the country
of the Jews and only of Jews.
Every Arab who Iives there has
the same rights as any minority
citizen in any country in the
world, but he must admit that
he lives in a Jewish country.,,
All non-Jews are therefore auto-
matically second-class citizens
and this poses a crueial question
for democraey as well as for peace
in the Middle East.

This will pose even more prob_
lems in the future when these
second-class Arab citizens of
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Israel become the majority (since
Arabs in Israel have a much
greater population growth). Will
we then see control of a whole
country by a determined minority
based on racism as is presently
the case in South Africa and
Southern Rhodesia? Or will Israel
simply "solve" the problem by ac-
tively deporting all Arabs from
her territory as already has been
done to a limited degree on the
W'est Bank of the Jordan? In
either case, we have an incursion
into the elemental canons of so-
cial justice.

This was clearly seen by I. F.
Stone in his now famous essay
in the Neut Yoilc Retsiew of
Boolaa (August 3, 1967) :

Israel is creating a kind of moral
schizophrenia in world Jewry. In
the outside world, the welfare of
Jewry depends on the rnaintenance
of secular, non-raeial, pluralistic
societies. In Israel, Jewry finds it-
self a society in which mixed mar-
riages cannot be legalized, in which
non-Jews have a lesser status than
Jews, and in which the ideal is
racial and exclusionist. Jews must
fight elsewhere for their very se-
curity and existence-against prin-
ciples and practices they find them-
selves defending in Israel. Those
from the outside world, even in their
moments of greatest enthusiasm
amid Israel's accomplishments, feel
twinges of claustrophobia, not just
geographical but spiritual. Those
caught up in prophetic fervor soon
begin to feel that the light they
hoped to see out of Zion is only
that of another narrow nationalism.

For his illuminating words,
Stone received only intense abuse
from his fellow Jews but none
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of them came anywhere near an-
swering the substantive issue
which he raised and which f here
raise. As presently constituted,
Israel is a racist society by defi-
nition and no amount of charges
of anti-Semitism must impede us
from seeing this clearly and con-
demning it forthrightly. A non-
racial society must be one of the
sacrifices which Israelis must be
willing to make if there is to be
peace in the Middle East. This is
indeed a difficult saying for the
fsraelis, but it must be said for
the aecomplishment of peace.

It is understandable why
Israelis would have great hesita-
tion in this area since their whole
history has been one of persecu-
tion as a minority group in all
societies of the Diaspora. Now in
Israel Jews have their own society
where they are the majoritS thus
guaranteeing their own political
and social security.

fn a non-racial state, no pref-
erential treatment would be given
to any ethnic, racial or religious
group, but simply the promotion
of justice based on the dignity of
the human person. In this way,
Jew and Arab will be full mem-
bers and citizens of the state of
Israel with no discrimination be-
cause of race or creed.

This will necessitate positive
action on the part of the present
government of Israel in actively
repatriating those Arabs who
wish to be repatriated and paying
full indemnities to those who wish
to go elsewhere. By so welcoming
them back as full citizens in a
fully secular state of Israel, the
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first gesture of brotherhood. would
be extended and there would be a
beginning of erosion of the huge
glacier of hate between these two
brothers in the Near East.

There seems to be no other solu-
tion open to Arab and Jews in
the Middle East today. Unless the
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willingness to sacrifice is present
and unless there is some hope
and trust for the future made to
blossom with such suggestions as
we have presently made, not only
the peace of the Middle East but
the peace of the whole world is
problematic.

TIYMAN TUMER

lJn the 0rigins of the State of Israel
We publish Father Riga's com-

munieation as representative of
the views of a section of the Chris-
tian clergy on the Middle East.
With what he says we can mainly
agree; there are, however, points
of difference.

The chief of these has to do
with the origins of the state of
Israel. Father Riga denies the
moral validity of the UN's action
in 1947 as being an outright ex-
propriation of the Palestinian
Arabs. Elsewhere he describes the
state of Israel as a creation of the
British, again through expropria-
tion of the Arabs. And he regards
this displaeement of Arabs as the
inevitable consequence of Jewish
immigration and the establish-
ment of a Jewish state in Pales-
tine.

**lt

First, it is not true that Israel
was a creation of Britain. To be
sure, British imperialism encour-
aged Jewish settlement in Pales-
tine through the Balfour Declara-
tion. But it did so only to set
Jews and Arabs against one an-

other for the purpose of perpetu-
ating British rule. In the later
years of, the Mandate the British
sought to restrict Jewish immi-
gration and at no time did they
support the formation of an in-
dependent Jewish state.

The British ruling circles op-
posed the partition of Palestine.
Their UN representatives ab-
stained from voting on the parti-
tion resolution and all related
questions, and they announced
that Britain would do nothing to
implement the resolution if either
the Jews or the Arabs objected to
it. What they hoped was that be-
cause of Jewish-Arab antagon-
isms partition would fail and that
in the resulting chaos the UN
would find no alternative other
than the continuation of British
rule in one form or another.

Furthermore, it was British
imperialism whieh used the Arab
states to attack the new-born
state of Israel in 1948. These
states were at that time governed
by puppet rulers and their armed
forces were commanded by Brit-
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ish officers taking orders from
London. The war fought by Israel
was in fact a war against British
imperialism. "The objective of
this military action by British im-
perialism," writes Bert Ramel-
son, "was to frustrate the imple-
menting of the UN resolution, to
hang on to the whole of Palestine,
and by parcelling it up among
Arab stooge rulers, to retain in-
directly what Britain previously
held directly as the mandatory
power." (The Middle East: Crisis,
Causes, Solution, Communist
Party, London, 1967, pp. 13-14.)

The main initiative leading to
the UN action came from the
Soviet Union, supported by the
other socialist countries. In a
speech on May 14, L947, Soviet
representative Andrei Gromyko
called for "the creation of a single
Arab-Jewish state with equal
rights for Jews and Arabs . . .
as the solution most deserving at-
tention, of this complicated prob-
lem." But if this should prove
unrealizable because of sharpened
Jewish-Arab hostility, "then it
would be necessary to consider
an alternative solution which . . .
consists of the division of Israel
into two states-one, Jewish, and
one, Arab."

Was the partition morally in-
defensible? We think not. Among
the reasons given by Gromyko
for his proposals was the need to
find a haven for the many Jewish
refugees who had been Ieft
stranded (thanks mainly to the
refusal of the eapitalist states to
admit them). But he also gave a
more cogent reason, namely, that
lhere alreailg existed a signifi-
cant Jewish eommunity in Pales-
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tine. He said:
. . . We must bear in mind the in-

contestable fact that the population
of Palestine consists of two peoples,
Arabs and Jews. Each of these has
its historical roots in Palestine.
That country has tecome the native
land of both these peoples, and both
of them occupy an important place
in the country economically and
culturally. Neither history nor the
conditions which have arisen in
Palestine nm, can justify any uni-
Iateral solution of the Palestine
problem, either in favor of the crea-
tion of an independent Arab state,
ignoring the lawful rights of the
Jewish people, or in favor of the
creation of a Jewish state, ignoring
the law'ful rights of the Arab popu-
lation. A just settlement can
be found. only if account is taken in
sufficient degee of the lawiul inter-
est of both peoples.

In 1946 there were in Pales-
tine some 608,000 Jews out of a
total population of 1,973,000, or
nearly one-third. Whatever the
distribution of land ownership,
this represented a substantial and
distinct Jewish community in
Palestine. True, these were in
the main comparatively recent
immigrants. The bulk of them
came, however, not ag Zionist
usurpers of Arab land but rather
in the face of great difficulties,
as refugees from the horrors of
Nazism, most of whom had liter-
ally nowhere else to go.

Under the circumstances that
prevailed in 1947, it would have
been wrong to have agreed to
complete Arab dominion just as
it would have been to have ac-
ceded to the Zionist demand to
make all of Palestine a Jewish
homeland. The course proposed by
the Soviet Union was therefore
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the only realistic and just one
available.

At the end of lVorld War II
there existed both Jewish and
Arab independence movements in
Palestine. Had the two formed a
eommon front against British im-
perialism, the natural outcome of
their victory would have been a
binational state. In fact, it was
such a possibility that the Soviet
proposals envisaged. But this was
not to be, and there remained in
the end only the alternative of
partition.

The considerations which led to
partition in lg47 apply all the
more strongly today, when there
exists a Jewish community of
close to 2L/2 million, much more
advanced in its tlevelopment as a
nation. Indeed, tr'ather Riga him-
self recognizes this existence
when he says that "the state of
Israel has a perfect right to a
viable existenee even though many
of us have doubts as to the jus-
tice of the origins of Israel as a
separate Jewish state.', But it is,
we believe, neeessary to see that
the "right to a viable existence,,
was a consideration with regard
to the Jewish community also in
1947.

{.**
To be sure, the gross injustices

and crimes against the palestin-
ian Arab people of which Father
Riga speaks cannot be denied.
But these are not inherent in the
existence of a Jewish state as
such; rather they stem from the
racist Zionist conception of a Jew-
ish state as one which is .er-
clusiaely Jewish and which is the
state of the Jews not only in
Israel but everywhere in the
world. Such a state could be es-
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tablished only at the expense of
the Arabs and only with the
support of their imperialist op-
pressors.

Zionism aimed from the outset
to convert all of Palestine into a
Jewish state. Initially the Zion-
ists sought the support of the Sul-
tan of Turkey and later of Brit-
ish imperialism for the launching
of this project. They were op-
posed to any idea of a binational
state. In 1947 they accepted parti-
tion only as the best to be had at
the moment, and in the 1948 war
Israel's Zionist rulers seized more
than half of the territory allotted
to the Arab state by the UN. Sub-
sequently they embarked on a
further expansionist course in
Ieague with one or another im-
perialist power, highlighted by
the invasions of neighboring Arab
states in 1956 and 1967. And, as
is only to be expected, these poli-
cies have earned them the bitter,
undying hatred of the Arab
peoples.

The validity of fsrael,s exist-
ence as a state derives from the
UN partition resolution. But the
state envisioned by that resolu-
tion is not the anomaly created by
the Zionists. This is evidenced by
the flood of critical or condemn-
natory resolutions with relation
to fsrael which the UN has
adopted in the years since 1g47.
These the fsraeli government has
simply ignored; indeed, its policy
has been one of demanding ad-
herence to those UN actions
which please it and refusinE to
recognize those which do not.
Thus the course pursued by the
Zionists is not a fullfillment of the
1947 UN resolution but rather
represents its negation.
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But a different kind of Jewish
state is possible (and indeed is
vital to a solution of the eonfllct),
as Father Riga himself notes. In
fact, a different kind of state was
possible in 1948. Had the Israeli
government refrained from seiz-
ing territory beyond that allotted
to it, had it aligned itself with
the countries striving for national
Iiberation and not with imperial-
ism, had it dealt with the Arabs
within its boundaries as full,
equal eitizens, had it permitted
the refugees to return, then re-
lationships with the Arabs could
have developed quite ditrerently
and the present conflict would not
exist. But this would have meant
abandonment of the entire Zion-
its concept.

Moshe Dayan puts this verY
bluntly from his point of view. He
says:

If Israel were to take back the
refugees, in keeping with the recent
proposals that every Arab refugpe
be given the choice between return-
ing or not, and assuming that they
would say that they wanted to ::e-
turn . . . to Acre, .Iaffa, Ashdod,
Ashkelon, etc., we would no longer
have a Jewish state. It may well be
that our image among the Arabs
would improve tremendously, but we
woukl be left without the State of
Isrriel. ("Jewish-Arab Coexistenee,"
Mid,atraam, June-July, 1969.)

However, it is precisely Dayan's
concept of the state of Israel that
must be abandoned today if Israel
is to have any assurance of a
viable existence. In this connec-
tion it is necessary to differenti-
ate sharply between the Zionist
ruling circles of fsrael and the Is-
raeli people, who have been misled
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into supporting the Zionist-in-
spired racist policies in the mis-
taken belief that the Arabs are
motivated only by an irrational
desire to destroy them. At the
same time it must be recognized
that the rights of a people are not
conditional on the conduct of its
rulers.

Dr. Emile Touma, editor of ,4'tr

Ittihad,, the Arab Iauguage organ
of the Communist Party of Is-
rael, sums up the situation in
these words:

But the understanding of the mo-
tives of these forces (the Zionist
and imperialist forces-H.L.) does
not change the following outstanding
facts:

1. Historical development turned
Palestine into a binational eountry;
the fact that imperialism and Zion-
ism took a part in this does not
change the existing situation.

2. The solution of 7947 based it-
self on the recognition of the right
of each of the two peoples to self.
determination and to establishing its
state.

3. The aggressiveness of the fs-
raeli rulers cancels neither the
righLs of the Palestinian Arab
people nor of the Israeli people.

4. The recognition of the rights
of the Jews to remain where they
are now necessitates the recognition
of their right to independent po"
Iitical existence.

5. It is of course possible to think
about future forms of various
economic and political relations be.
tween Israel and the Arab world,
under conditions of the liberation of
the region from the influence of im-
perialism and of independence from
it under conditions of equality and
free, sovereign determination.
(About the Iilea of a Palestinian
Stofa, New Outlook Publishers, New
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York, 1970.)

Today the Palestinian Arab
question Iies at the heart of the
Israeli-Arab conflict Among the
Palestinian Arab people (whose
existence the Zionist Ieaders seek
vainly to deny), a powerful na-
tional movement has arisen, seek.
ing the exercise of the right of
self-determination hitherto denied
them. No real solution of the
conflict is possible without the
guarantee of that right, without
rectifying the grave injustice
done to this people. But as Dr.
Touma stresses, this cannot be
achieved without simultaneously
recognizing the existence of this
right also for the Israeli people.

It**

Lacking in Father Riga's com-
munication, we feel, is recognition
of the role of imperialism in the
Middle East. But this is funda-
mental to an understanding of the
conflict. It is the drive of the im-
perialist powers, above all of U.S.
imperialism, to exploit the oil-
rich, strategically situated Middle
East and the rebellion of the
Arab peoples against that exploi-
tation that constitutes the central
struggle in that area. In this
struggle fsrael's Zionist leaders
have committed themselves to the
side of the imperialists, and in
turn it is the support of the im-
perialists which has enabled them
to commit their crimes against the
Arab peoples.

Thus it was the collusion with
British and French imperialism
that made the 1956 Sinai invasion
feasible, and without the collu-
sion with U.S. imperialism the
L967 aggression could not have
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been undertaken. Today U.S. im-
perialism is supplying arms and
aid to the Israeli government as
its instrument against the anti-
imperialist forces in the Middle
East, and especially against the
governrnent of the UAR. Indeed,
President Nixon has made clear
his intention to provide Israetr
with all the arms needed to
"maintain the balance of powe/'

-that is, Israeli military su-
periority-in the area.

To resolve the Israeli-Arab con-
flict requires not only a readiness
of the Arab states to accept Is-
rael's existence; it requires even
more a fundamental change in
Israeli foreign policy. And this
demands a determined struggle to
wipe out the pernicious influence
of the reactionary, racist ideology
of Zionism, both in Israel and in
the United States. In this coun-
try such a struggle must go hand
in hand with opposition to the
aggressive policies of U.S. im-
perialism in the Middle East, no
less than in Southeast Asia and
every other part of the world.

One final word: We cannot
agree with Father Riga's inclu-
sion of Czechoslovakia among
those countries that have been
victims of officially sanctioned
"terror raids" by other countries.
The action of the Warsaw Pact
countries in Czechoslovakia was
taken to prevent counter-revolu-
tion and the intervention of U.S.
and West German imperialism in
that country. Its was not an at-
tack on the people of Czechoslo-
vakia but an action in defense of
socialism. As such it has nothing
in common with the other exam-
ples given by Father Riga.

EBIC BEBT

The Hnad tu Tramcendental Marxism
The nature of the so-called

dialogue between Christians and
Marxist-Leninists is examined by
Dr. Jan Milic Lochman, Czec}r
Protestant theologian, in his re-
cently published Church, in a
Marrist Soei,ety (Harper & Row,
New York, 1970, $5.95). The dis-
cussion ranges over the struggle
for world peace, the building of
socialism in a "Marxist society,"
the so-called Czechoslovak Spring
of 1968, and ideology. The first
three subjects were discussed in
a review of the book which ap-
peared in the Dai.lg Worlil Ma,go,-
zine, Oct. 10, 1970. The present
article is devoted to the philo-
sophic character of the Christian-
Marxist dialogue.

Our purpose is not to establish
that Dr. Lochman is not a mater-
ialist, that he is an idealist. That
would be fallins through an open
door. Our coneern is with the
philosophic conditions he sets for
the Christian-Marxist dialogue on
the ideological front and, more
importantly, with the fact that
some Marxists have accepted
those eonditions, surrenderiug
dialectical materialism to religion.

Appeol, to the "Young Mq,rn"

Marxists must "transcendi'
Marxism, Dr. Lochman holds, if
they are to be able to deal with
"the question of manr" "personal

history," the "meaning of life,"
the "goal of history" (pp. 182-
183). As we shall see, however,
the issue which he poses is not
"manr" not t'personal destiny," as
he says, but God.

To short-cireuit what he calls
the "dogmatic and sterile form of
orthodox Malrrism," Dr. Lochman
enlists in the t'young Marx" bri-
gade, to discover "Marxism's hu-
man, original, and authentic face"
(p. 17e).

"ft is interesting to note," as
Dr. Lochman says, "that the theo-
logians started this study" of the
"young Marx" as a "challenge to
[the] Stalinist form of Marxism."
"We did it . . . as a presupposi-
tion for future dialogue" (p.179).

The attempt was to fashion the
views of the "young Marx" into
weapons against Marxism-Lenin-
ism. This campaign was prose-
cuted world-wide.

Dr. Lochman cites twice the
following quotation from Karl
Mam: "To overthrow all condi-
tions under whieh man is an op-
presseal, enslaved, destitute, and
despised being" (pp. 193, 197).

Dr. Lochman says that, as a
Christian, he could 'hardly find a
better formulation" than this as a
"tentative outline of the common
program of humanization" (p.
195). However, in quoting Mam,
Dr. Lochman decapitates him. The
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"criticism of religion is the prem-
ise of all criticism," Marx says at
the outset of the essay from which
Dr. Lochman quotes. ("Contribu-
tion to the Critique of Hegel's
Philosophy of Right," in: Mam
and Engels, On Reli,gion, Moscow,
1957, p. 37.) Furthermore, the
section which Dr. Irochman quotes
is tendentiously truncated further.
Marx wrote:

"The criticism of religion ends
with the teaching that mnn is the
hi,ghest essence for man, hence
with the categoric imperatiae to
oaerthrow all, relati,ons in which
man is a debased, enslaved, aban-
doned, despicable essence. . . ."
(Ibid., p. 46.)*

Dr. Lochman's excision elimin-
ated two crucial points: 1. Marx
was dealing with the "criticism
of religion"; 2. Marx held that
"rLan is the hi,ghest essence for
tno/n." Eliminating these ideas
which reflect the materialist foun-
dation of Marx's views and with
which Dr. Lochman does not agree
is deplorable.

Atheism

Dr. Lochman says that "in view
of the misuse of religion in the
course of history Marxism has
solid grounds for its atheism" (p.

* All italicized quotations through-
out this article are italicized ,in the
original. The divergence between the
translation used by Dr. Ltochman and
the one from the volume On Reli,gi,on
is inconsequential. The original of
the essay is reproduced in Marx-
Engels Warlee, Vol. 1, Berlin, 1988.
p. 386.
177). "Marx's atheism,,, he says,
"was a passionate protest against
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a religion and a church which
had placed under a bushel the pro-
phetic and apostolic light and ex-
ample, neglecting especially man's
social life. Religion and the church
supported oppressive rulers and
deceptively comforted the op-
pressed" (p. 166). Dr. Lochman
thus "accepts" atheism, but for
the wrong reason. "Atheism can
be understood as a reply to the
historical unfaithfulness and guilt
of the established church" (p
1"66). But, none of this has auy-
thing to do with Marx's atheism
which was first last and all the
time an expression of his material-
ist world outlook; it was anti-
religious not because the church
was evil, but because religion is
idealist.

Dr. Lochman welcomes atheists,
but only in relation to the exist-
ence of God. He acknowledges
atheism only in its "theological
relativity" (p. 159). "Atheism is
not a hopeless ultimate step but
is something penultimate, and in
that sense, relative" (p. 161). Dr.
Lochman's concession of the
"solid grounds" for atheism,s
existence is made in the context
that atheism is irrelevant to the
"transcendental" issue, the exist-
ence of God. "The gospel remains
sovereign over faith and unfaith,,,
Dr. Lochman says (p. 1G0). In
this sense not only atheism but
faith is relative. God's existence
does not depend on faith.

The relativity of faith iu re-
speet to the existence of God be-
comes, however a stepping stone
to a far more fundamental doc-
trine: the relativity of man in
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respeet to God. Dr. Lochman says:
". . . the beginning and grountl

of human existence does not lie
within us (not even in our faith!)
but lies instead in the reality
which is the basis of faith-in the
reality, action and history of
God . . ." (pp. 159-160).

The deeisive difference between
"Marxism and the Christian mes-
sage" is, according to Dr. Loch-
man, the "question ol God," (p.
176). Some theologians have be-
come uncertain about God, he
notes, but this defection is offset,
more or less, by the fact that some
Manrists have also defected; they
have become uncertain about the
non-existence of God. Some theo-
logians say "God is dead" and
some Marxists reply, "maybe not."
While "Marxism disavows the
question of God" Dr. Lochman
says, the "saying that 'God is not
entirely dead' is heard from Marx-
ist quarters, and from conversa-
tions with them we learn that
the concern for transcendence is
taken quite seriously by many
present-day Marxists" (p. 176).

Marxism-Leninism cannot ac-
cept such an ideological quid pro
quo: doubt among theologians
about the existence of God re-
ciprocated by doubt among Marx-
ists about the non-existenee of
God. Such doubt among Marxists
is a signal that materialism has
been abandoned; that they have
surrendered to idealism in gen-
eral, and to deism in particular.

Dr. Lochman protests that he
does not have such a deal in mind.
Manrists are not being asked to
accept the old-fashioned God, he
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asserts. He says that "in the 'ques-
tion of God"' he does not "refer
to a metaphysical concept of God
. . . as an absolute boundary over
against the historical, dynamic,
and social orientation of Marxist
thought. . . . God is not the God
of a metaphysical scheme but the
God of history, of society, of the
future. ." (p. 176). God, as

Dr. Lochman recreates him, is
virtually the God of historical
materialism, a thoroughly con-
fused conception.

More important, Dr. Lochman
assures the Marxists that there
is no boundary between his God
and what Miles Prucha, Czech
Marxist, called their "appetite for
transeendence" (p. 189), that is,
for Gocl.

Ideologg

Dr. Lochman expresses enthu-
siasm for what he calls the Marx-
ist positive view of ideology. "In
the realm of history there exist
not only rtrrong ideologies but also
right ones," he says. "W'rong
ideologies," he explains leaning on
Marx, reflect a "false conscious-
ness" (p. la8). His enthusiasm
leads him to an important eonclu-
sion:

"Thus, against the background
of intellectual history alone an
exclusively negative evaluation of
the concept of ideology appears
as one-sided and not justified."
Then he addsz "Thi.s'i,s also true
wi,tlt respect to theologg" (p. la3).

Thus, enthusiastic agreement
with Marxists about "right" ide-
ology beeomes a means for estab-
lishing, by analogy or what-not,
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that "an exelusively negative
evaluation" of theology ig ,,one-

sided and not justified,,; that a
"positive" evaluation of theology,
the study of God, is justified. Dr.
Lochman argues, in effeet, that
since theology parallels ideology
the possibility of a "positive,, ide-
ology, established by Marxists,
establishes the possibility of a
"positive" theology.

But this is based on a misunder-
standing of ideology in general,
and of "right" ideology in par-
ticular. Dr. Irochman,s enthusiasm
for "right" ideology is not based
on the fact that "righ1't ideology,
in contrast to "wrong" ideology or
"false consciousnessr" reflects the
material world accurately, but on
some vague notion that it ..corre-
sponds to the interests of the fu-
turer" and so, to, may theology.

But theology can not be
"right"; it reflects the world
wrongly, falsely, not correefly nor
accurately nor adequately. Jt is
wrong with respect to this world,
it is "right" only with respect to
the non-existent other world.

Ideologp says Dr. Lochman, is
a "part of human reality, an ele.
ment of human life,' (p. 46); a
"function of being human,, (p.
148); a "significant. .. part of
human existence" (p. 1G4). ,.Man
is an ideological being"; ,'he lives
thinking" (p.1a5).

The point that Dr. Lochman
wants to establish here, however,
is that ideology is "not the whole
of human existence" (p. 164)-
that there is a place for God, that
God is Part of humsn existence.
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C hristi,ani,tg and, I ileolo gg

Dr. Lochman considers Chris-
tianity, variously, as an ideology
(pp. 67, 136), as not an ideology
(pp. 61, 62), as simultaneously an
ideology and transcending ideol-
ogy (pp. 147, 151). Underlying:
these apparently contradictory
viewpoints is the doctrine that
Christianity is akin but superior
to ideology. Dr. Lochman puts re-
ligion, Christianity, beyond ide-
logy, establishes a special pre-
serve for Christianity as Revela-
tion. The kingdom of the gospel
"is not the kingdom of ideologies,,
he says (p. 1a7). "Revelation is
not ideology, and ideology is not
Revelation" (p. 151). Revelation
is not only absolute, but enjoys a
monopoly on "absoluteness.r,
Christianity's "claim to absolute-
ness legitimizes no claim to abso-
Iuteness by ideologyr" he asserts
(p. 151).

Dr. Lochman holds not only, as
we have seen, that ideology is a
"part of human reality,,, an ..ele-

ment of life," but also that it is
"no more than that" (p. 145). The
purpose of this thesis is to estab-
Iish that there is another ,,part
of human reality." That is, ..a

man is not exhaustively contained
in his ideology. He is more than
what he thinks. He is more than
an'-istr'a the-ist, athe-ist, or any
other kind of -ist" (p. lG ).

The other "part of human real-
ity" is not the material world
external to man, but God. The
"transcendence of grace',-the
existeuce of God-is, according to
Dr, Lochman, a "pgndition of
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being human" (p. 178). It is in
this sense that man "transcends
all his -isms" (p. 164), that is,
all ideology. The other part of
"human reality" is, then, that
both "man in his nature and his-
tory" and Christianity have a

"transideological dimension" (p.
L18), an other-worldly extension.

The conclusion, in the words of
"Jiri," a friend of Dr. Lochman,
is that "Christian convictions" are
"incompatible with Marxism-
Leninism" (p. 93).

The implication is clear: "The
real task of Christians in their
encounter with Marxists . . . espe-
cially in a Marxist society" is to
contend for the view that "the
condition of being human" em-
braces the "reality . of God"
(pp. 178, 160). That is the pro-
gram of the Christian camp, as
Dr. Lochman sees it, in the
Christian-Marxist dialogue on the
ideological front

To this end Dr. Lochman calls
for a general offensive on ide-
ology, a campaign for "deideologi-
zation," "Theological efforts" for
"deideologization of modern life"
have as their goal that humanity
may "cross all ideologies" (pp.
139-140). But in the real world,
especially in a socialist society,
that means to t'cross," or eross
out, Marxism-Leninism.

The method which he recom-
mends is to show that ideology
is "theologically dubious." It is
that, Dr. Lochman says, "because
it tends to transfigure "the reality
of the world and man in an illu-
sionary way . . tends to cover
up . . - the real distress of society,
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and interferes with necessary re-
medial action. Christianity,
wrapped in ideology, beeame the
opiate of the people and for the
people" (pp. 140, 29). (Marx
used the word "opium.")

Dr. Loehman's purpose here is
to establish that Christianity is
not ideology, especially not "false
consciousness," that it becomes
pernicious when it is "wrapped
in ideology." "Deideologization"
in general is not the central thrust
of Dr. Lochman on the ideological
front. The target is actually mate-
rialism, as the following makes
plain:

"If God is ideologically denied,
man is threatened to become dis-
solved in his history, his society,
and his future, ancl he becomes
imprisoned in his immanence and
his world projects. The penulti-
mate becomes the ultimate for
him. His total destiny then de-
pends on his accomplishments."

But, "his future is greater than
the future of his accomplishments
. . . our salvation is not related to
our efficiency or the failure of
our attempts. Our accomplishment
is not what is ultimate. . . . The
ultimate, the proper future of
man, is grace" (p.177)-that is,
God.

Dr. Lochman argues that there
are other-worldly "projects" about
which man, "imprisoned" in this
world, should concern himself ;

for this world is "penultimate,"
there is an "ultimate" world be-
yond this one; man's destiny de-
pends not on what he does but
on what some other-worldly fate
has in store for him; man's fu-
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ture, in short, lies in God. The
"transcendence of grace [is] the
ultimate dimension of human
exigtence" (p. L77). The other
world is the special preserve of
the theologians; the .. .ultimate
concern' and radical vision [is]
entrusted to . . theologians,,,
though "sometimes sadly neg-
lected" by them (p. 13). In vulgar
terms the theologians are the man-
agement of the "absoluteness',
monopoly represented in Revela-
tion.

Marxism holds, on the contrary,
that "man is the highest essence
for man," that the material world
is not penultimate, but inclusive
and ultimate, that even supersti-
tion is part of this world, not a
peephole into another.

Neither the concept of material-
ism nor that of idealism is dealt
with substantively by Dr. Loch-
man, although these eonstitute the
two main streams of philosophy
going back over two thousand
years. Materialism is impinged
on only in its facet of atheism.
Idealism is not dealt with be-
cause to defend idealism against
materialism would mean to sub-
sume God under idealism. To
subsume idealism under God
would have corrosive conse-
quences also.

" M utual I nt erp ellation"
The philosophic implications of

Dr. Lochman's view of Christian-
Marxist dialogue are illuminated
by his resort to "mutual inter-
pellation" to define the "meaning
of dialogue" (pp. 185, 191). This
"catchword was coined by a
French Marxist, . . Roger Qap-
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audy, in his effort to characterize
a hopeful and meaningful fom
of dialogue" (p. 185).

Garaudy was expelled in 1970 by
the Communist Parf,y of Franee,
of whose political Bureau he had
been a member. The French Com-
munist party indicted Garaudy, in
part for having "renounced . . .
dialectical and historical material-
ism . . . as the universal method
and coneeption of the world, as the
philosophic foundation of the par-
ty." ("Communiqu6 of the Politi-
cal Bureau of the French Commu-
nist Party, " Inf orma,tiom Bulletin,
World, Mar*i,st Reai,ew, No. 1-2,
1e7o).

"Mutual interpellation" effects
a division of labor. "The special
eontribution of Marxists is to re-
mind Christians of the importance
of historical and social 'imma-
nence'" (p. 186), that is, the "his-
torical and social dimensions of
human life" (p. 187). The "special
charisma of Christians," on the
other hand, "is to bear witness to
the Marxists about the relevanee
of 'transcendence"' (p. 186). The
purpose is transparent, if not
transeendent. "Sueh an interpella-
tion should lead [Marxists] to a
greater attention to the motive of
transcendence," Dr. Loehman
says, "and consequently to a dif-
ferentiated approach to the prob-
Iem of the chureh and relision"
(n. 188). That is, Marxists should
be Ied, as the result of "mutual
interoellation," into a reeentive at-
tittrde toward relision. without
surrenderins their irrstifiablv nes-
ative view of the role of the "Con-
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stantinian church." Briefly stated :

the Christians get an insight into
this world, the Marxists into the
other.

Dr. Lochman spells this out in
the context of the symposium of
"representative Marxists, Protes-
tant and Catholic thinkers" at
Marianske Lazne (Marienbad),
Czechoslovakia, in 1967. The
Christian theologians either were
or became converts to a vaporous
historical materialism. A compar-
able softening, a complementary
sogginess was evident in the
"Maru'i,st camp." Dr. Lochman
notes with satisfaction that a
tendency to pay "greater attention
to the motive of transcendenee"
was "apparent in a number of
Marxist contributions" (p. 188).
He assays the developments in the
"Marxist camp" as a "fundamen-
tal creative process of reori,enta-
ti,ort' (p. 182). The word which
should have been underscored is
"fundamental."

The problem of trq/nscertd'ence
. . , was presented very strongly
in the contributions of Czech
Marxists" (p, 188-189). Dr. Loch-
man cites, specifically, the "re-
markable attempt" of Milan Pru-
cha "to develop a nevr Marxist ap-
proach to the problem of man"
(p.18e).

"Prucha clearly refused to re-
duee the anthropological problem
to the historical and soeial dimen-
sions of man. It is true that man
is a historical anil social being,
but these important climensions
of human life do not represent
the full range of humanity. In
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this conneetion, the question of
real transcendence was posed.

"Prucha answered it by a ref-
erence to the concept of being,
which must not be fixed prema-
turely either through the concept
of matter (as in the case of tradi-
tional materialism) or through
the concept of God (as is the case
in religious tradition) . . .', (p.
189).

Prucha agrees with Dr. Loch-
man that it would be "premature"
to fix "the eoncept of being" by
either the materialist "concept of
matter" or the idealist "concept
of God." The "mature" issue, hovr-
ever, is where one ends-fixing
the "concept of being" from a
materialist or an idealist view-
point. For Marxists, being is
material; for idealists, being is
God. Dr. Lochman agrees that
that is the contradiction: the de-
cisive difference betweeen Marx-
ism and the Christian image . . .

[is] . . . the questi,om of God"
(p. 176); "Christian convictions"
are "incompatible with Marxism-
Leninism" (p. 93). The only pur-
pose for dialogue about it is to
bring the Marxists around to God,
that is, to the abandonment of
Marxist materialism. Dr. Loeh-
man could chalk up some success.

"Prucha . . . confessed that, in
the course of the Marxist-Christ-
ian dialogue, 'our Christian
friends have awakened in us the
courage and appetite for tran-
scendence' " (p. 189).

Prucha complained, however,
that the Christion theologians
"immediately'define' transcend-
ence by the concept of 'God.' "
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He, the Marxist, insisted that, to
"keep the problem of transcend-
ence in its true profoundness,,,
the question be "radicalized,, by
the theologians (p. 189). Prucha's
injunction to the Christians to
"radicalize" God to the "appetite,,
of the "Marxists" is truly an
abomination.

Besponding, Dr. Lochman said
that "in the future it might be its
fMarxism'sl task not . . . to apply
the brake on the Christian hank-
ering after transcendence but, on
the contrary, to free it from its
religious trammels" (p. 189).
Marxists are called on, thus, to de-
nude "transcendence" of its tra-
ditional religious raiment, to
provide Christians with a non-
religious version of "transcend-
ence." fn return for abandoning
materialism, the Marxists will get
a radicalized idealism.

Dr. Lochman rejects this im-
plication, that the result of
"mutual interpellation" will be a
theological-materialist mulligan
stew. The "eventual outcome of
the dialogue" is not to be ',an
amorphous mixture of something
like a semi-Marxist Christianity
or semi-Christian Marxism" (p.
1e1).

But if not that what? Dr. Loch-
man explains: "When the Marxist
tries to take the problem of trans-
cendence more seriously he does
not convert to religious trancend-
entalism" (p. 191).

But if taking the "problem of
transcendence more seriously',
does not mean converting to re-
Iigious "trancendentalism," what
does it mean? ft must mean, at
Ieast that maybe Christianity is
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right about "transcendentalism.r,
What less can it mean? But

if it means even that litUe bit,
that is the beginning of "trans-
cendental Marxism," and the end
of Marxism. That is implied also
in Dr. Lochman's suggestion that
there exist, on the ideologieal
front, "potentialities of theoretical
convergence" (p. 178) between
Christianity and Marxism.

In Conclusi,on

Dr. Lochman complains that
"Marxist ideology" postulates,
"even when it proclaims the prin-
ciple of peaceful coexistence on
the international plane, that there
cannot be any coexistence in the
field of ideology" (p. 149). He
implies that "peaceful coexistence
on the international plane" should
be complemented by "coexistence
in the field of ideology." For
Marxist-Leninists, howeyer, neu-
trality on this front would mean
surrender to bourgeois ideology
which the capitalist system pro-
duees as inevitably as it produces
surplus value. Neutrality would
mean the betrayal of the revolu-
tionary struggle of the working
class.

The issue of peaceful coexist-
ence in ideology cannot be con-
sidered usefully in the abstract,
or from a liberal point of view.
The issue is Marxist-Leninist
ideology and capitalist ideology.
The issue is neutrality in respect
to capitalist ideology. Dr. Loch-
man has presented the conditions
for peaceful coexistence on the
ideological f ront-abandonment of
materialism by Marxists, the sur-
render to idealism.
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lution on Gus Hall's 60th Birth-
day, Nov., 5.

Itesnikov, A.-S,ectarian Distortions
of the National.Colonial Question,
Feb., 20,

Richmond, Al (Jack Kurzweil and)

INDE:(

State Monopoly Capitalism and
the Anti-Monopoly Alliance, Jan.,
49.

Riga, Rev. Peter J.-Thoughts on
the Middle East'Confli,et, Dec., 46.

Ilistorucci, Jos6 (and Ernest.
Kuddes)-The New York Mayor-
al.ty Eleetions, Mar,, 18.

Rothstein, Andrew-A Correction,
Mar., 59.

Ilubin, Daniel-The Leninist Party:
Vehicle for Revolution, April, 36.

Shields, Art-The Story Behind
Lenin's "I-,etter to American
l4brkers," Jan., 1.

Srnith, Rudolph-Is the Family Rev-
olutionary?, June, 61.

Staff, The-A Grievous Loss, Mar.,
2.

Steigerwald, Robert-Critical Re-
marks on a "Critical Theoryr"
Aug,, 33.

Steinmetz, H. C.-Churchill Re.
visited, Aug,, 59.

'llormey, James J.-The Need for a
National Defense Organization,
Oct., 30.

tllyanovsky, R. A.-Lenin's Concept
of Noncapitalist Developmenl
Oct., 41, Nov., 41.

Weinstone, William-Lenin and the
Struggle Against Opportunism,
April, 24.

West, James-Lenin on Petty-'Bour-
geois Radicalism, May, 19; The
Crisis of Collaborationist Labor
Leadership, Nov., 32; The Steel
Union's 15th Convention, Dec., 10,

'Winston, Ilenry M.-Black Ameri-
cans and the Mid'dle East Conflict,
,Sept., 4.

Zagarell, Michael-The YSA: Trot-
skyite Roadblock to Progress,
Sept., 16.


